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INTRODUCTION 

Si nc e the 1960s there h ave been many changes taking place 

along the shores of the Eas t River and western Long Island Sound 

(WLIS). Foremost are the following: 

• reductions in industrial port and harbor usage 
along the East River, 

• development along the shores and watersheds 
of western Long I s land Sound, 

* increase in and upgr a ding of s ewag e treatment 
emptying into these waters, and 

* population changes. 

Along with the se changes, there has been an apparen t 

increase in the summer minimum bottom dissolved oxygen 

concentration (DO] in the main stem of the East River (Figur e 1), 

a mor e or less stable summer minimum bottom (DO] in the upper 

Eas t River (Figur e 2) and an apparent, rather disturbing decrease 

in th e summer minimum bottom (DO) in WLIS (Figure 3) (Parker and 

O'Reilly, 1991). In the latter case, hypoxic conditions have 

been observed (Long I s land Sound Study, 1990) to varying degrees 
, 

since 1986, re ac hin g anoxia ((DO)= o mg/L) level s in the summer 

· of 1987. 

This white p aper id entifies, for the purpose of a poss i b l e 

more in-depth analysis, some of the major changes in sewage 

treatment that have taken place along the East River and WLIS 

over the l ast three decade s; how these changes may have had an 

effect on the marine environment and particularly [DO); and, 

suggests possible means to alleviate the apparent DO stres s that 

ma y be oc curring in WLIS. 

It is di s turbing that th e frequency and th e geogra phi c a nd 
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Figure I - Summer minimum bottom dissolved 
oxygen concentration in th e lower 
East River, 1968 - 1989 . 
From Parker and O'Re illy (1991) 
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Figure 2 - Summer minimum bottom dissolved 
oxygen conc entration in the upper 
East River and western narrows of 
Long Island Sound, 1968 - 1989. 
From Parker and O'Reilly (1991 ) 
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temporal extent of hypoxic events may be increasing in recent 

years despite the fact that sewage treatment has, in general, 

been upgraded from raw and primary treatment in the 1960s to 

almost 100% secondary treatment in the 1990s. While secondary 

treatment is not necessarily designed to alleviate hypoxic 

problems in coastal waters, there are theoretical removals of 85 % 

of both suspended solids and biological oxygen demand (BOD5 ) and 

10-20% of nitrogen. Primary ~reatment removes approximately 35% 

of both suspended solids and biological oxygen demand (BOD5) and 

approximately 5% nitrogen. 

There are potentially numerous reasons for the apparent 

recent decrease in summer bottom minimum (DO]. Prior to making 

decisions with regard to expending more on costly 

technologically-based fixes for nutrient removal, it is incumbent 

that the causes of the apparent decrease are thoroughly explored. 

According to the fine and extensive review of the oxygen 

depletion problem by Parker and O'Reilly (1991), Welsh and Eller 

( 1991), and Keller et al. ·. ( 1991) , it is stil l not clear whether 

the apparent recent declines are a sampling artifact due to a 

sparsity of information in earlier years. Koppelman et al. 

(1976) stated that summer (DO] in WLIS was below standards in the 

early 1970s, NYC DEP (1990) found this also but as far back as 

1920, and Squires (1971) suggested that biostimulation of the 

WLIS was a problem ne ar ly two decades ago . Has the Long Island 

Sound Study (LI SS Annual Report, 1990) confirmed what may have 

e xi sted for some period of time? 

There may be, however, many other causes that could 



contribute to an actual decline in (DO]. 

1. Oceanographic and meteorologic conditions in recent 

years may have been such that they reduced gravitational 

circulation, or increased the duration or degree of 

stratification. Valle-Levinson et al. (in press) have shown that 

enhanced gravitational circulation is important for advecting DO 

into the bottom waters of WLIS -- thus low flow or drought years 

could contribute to an oxygen depletion problem. An increase in 

thermal stratification could have reduced the flux of oxygen to 

bottom waters, perhaps durin 'g warm years (as the 1980s have been 

characterized) by increasing the strength or duration of 

stratification. Mild winters may have reduced the spring freshet 

from the Hudson River, thus redistributing the river-borne 

sediment and nutrient loads that eventually affect WLIS. 

2. It is also possible that the sediments in WLIS are a 

source of the increasing oxygen demand. This would be caused by 

decomposition or respiration processes. A long-term change in 

the character of the sedtments may have occurred in association 

with solids introduced by the treatment plants and transported to 

WLIS, or as a consequence of detritus accumulating from 

eutrophication processes. 

3. Increased loads of nutrients from non-point sources and 

may also contribute to the problem of low DO. Perhaps also the 

decrease in toxicity of sewage effluent associated with increased 

levels of treatment, pretreatment programs, and regulatory 

r e ductions have led to a proliferation of biomass in the water s 



of concern. 

4. With the improvement iri sewage treatment over the past 

30 years, the organic carbon load and the oxygen demand of plant 

effluents have been reduced. With the removal of suspended 

solids and an attendant improvement in water clarity, the depth 

of the photic zone in the receiving water may have increased -

possibly leading to an increase in phytoplankton biomass. The 

resulting increased biomass, whether generated in the East River 

or WLIS, could exacerbate the tendency toward eutrophication in 

the less flu s hed WLIS. 

This paper will focus on the latter. However, much of the 

information accumulated to date will undoubtedly be beneficial in 

examining several of the other issues or combinations thereof as 

well. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EAST RIVER 
AND WESTERN LONG ISLAND SOUND 

Th e East River is a tidal strait 25.8 km in length 

conn ec ting the Upper Bay of New York Harbor at The B~ttery with 

WLIS (Figure 4) at a transect between Throgs Neck and Willet s 

Poi nt (Swanson et al., 1983 ). It h as a volume of approxim a t ely 

27 3 x 10 6 m3 below mean low water (J a y a nd Bowman, 197 5 ). The 

main channel depths are about 10. 7 min the north e rn se c ti on and 

12.2 mat the southern end (Swan son et al ., 1983). 

Ja y and Bowman (197 5) summarize th e circ ul a tion in the East 

Ri 0 ,er a s b e in g estuarine with th e long-term net flow of water an d 

s a lt toward the Uppe r Bay, the long-term net flow of fr e sh wa te r 
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toward Long Island Sound {LIS). The net long-term flux of water 

is directed out of LIS and toward New York Harbor. The total 

rate was found to be approximately 100 m3s· 1 (Hydroqual, 1991). 

During low flow (drought periods), sewage treatment plant 

effluent can be a significant source of fresh water to the East 

River. 

The tidal excursion of the East River is less than the 

length of the River -- between 16-21 km. The residence time, 

·which is the ratio of the volume of the River to the average of 

flood and ebb flow through Hell Gate, is 2.4 tidal cycles (30 

hours) (Jay and Bowman, 1975). 

RECENT CHANGES IN NEW YORK CITY 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL PLANTS 

In 1960, there were five New York City water pollution 

control plants (Table 1) along the East River discharging 

approximately 477 MGD of effluent, a considerable quantity of 

which was probably trans~orted toward WLIS. The level of 

treatment at these facilities was generally classified as 

activated sludge or extended aeration (US EPA, 1971) and was 

somewhere between what is generally accepted as primary and 

secondary. Based on Mueller et al. (1976) and New York City 

Department of Environmental Protection (NYC DEP) treatment plant 

information, it is estimated that approximately 300 MGD of raw 

sewage emptied into the East River in the early 1960s. The 

Ne wtown Cr ee k plant was added in 19 67 and by the time it wa s 

fu lly on-line it was discharging 173 MGD and serving ·an 



additional population of some 2 million. 

TABLE 1 

East River Water Pollution Control Plants 

Plant 1990 Rated Capacity (MGD) 

*Wards Island 
*Hunts Point 
Newtown Creek 
. (on line 1968) 

Red Hook 
(on line 1987) 

*Tallman Island 
*Bowery Bay 
*Hart-City Island 

*Plants operating in 1960 

250 
200 
310 

60 

80 
150 

1 

1990 Flowt (MGD) 

263 
162 
329 

43 

63 
161 

In the mid-1970s, the Hart-city Island Plant was linked to the 
Hunts Point Plant 

tTotal flows include wet weather flow. 

During the 1970s, with the exception of the Newtown Creek 

Plant, the water pollution control plants were gradually upgrade d 

to full secondary treatment. During that period there . was a 

considerable amount of raw sewage discharged as a consequence of 

construction. The remaining raw discharges, following 

upgrading, along the East River were eliminated in 1987 when the 

Red Hook Plant went on-line. By 1990, there was an average of 

1021 MGD of treated sewage effluent discharged by six New York 

City plants 1 to the Eas t River (NYC DEP, 1991) from a population 

of some 4.8 million. The Newtc-wn Creek Plant (329 MGD) remains 

1The Hart-City Island Plant now discharge s through Hunt s 
Point. 



operating at advanced primary treatment but plans to ?onvert to 

secondary treatment are underway. The total effluent discharge s 

to the East •River represent approximately 62% of the entire 

sewage effluent of the five boroughs of the City, serving nearly 

68% of their population. 

As part of New York City's efforts to implement the ocean 

Dumping Ban Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-688), NYC DEP is installing 

sewage sludge dewatering facilities at eight locations around the 

City. Five of these dewatering facilities will be co-located 

with water pollution control plants on the East River -- at Red 

Hook, Hunts Point, Wards Island, Bowery Bay, and Tallman Island. 

In addition to their own sludge, the Hunts Point dewatering 

facility will receive sludge from the Newtown Creek Plant, and 

Wards Island will receive sludge from the North River plant. 

These dewatering facilities will produce sludge cake amounting to 

499 dry tons per day, which will then be appropriately processed 

for various forms of land application (NYC DEP, unpubl.). 

However according to NYC DEP, the dewatering process will 

also produce a considerable volume of filtrate or centrate that 

must be treated. The centrate will possibly be rich in nitrogen 

(perhaps 15% to 40% of existing loads) and could significantly 

add to the existing effluent nitrogen mass loads. 

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT LOADINGS 

New York City, Nassau County, and Wes tchester County, New 

York are the major direct sources of sewage effluent to WLIS. 

The NYC DEP has provided detailed information on flows, 



total suspended solids, and BODs for the water pollution control 

plants on the East River for the period 1960-1990. Annual 

summaries of these are plotted in Figures 5, 6 and 7. The total 

treated effluent released to the East River has increased from 

477 MGD in 1960 to 1021 MGD in 1990. It is estimated that over 

the same period, raw discharge to the East River has decreased 

from about 400 MGD in 1960 to only th~t associated with treatment 

plant breakdowns and combined sewer overflow (CSO) discharge in 

1990 -- a very small _amount _compared to the treated effluent. 

Thus, total flow to the East River has increased from 877 MGD in 

1960 to 1021 MGD in 1990 (F~gure 5). The latter flow is all 

secondary treated effluent except for 329 MGD of advanced primary 

treated effluent from the Newtown Creek Plant. 

Total suspended solids (TSS) concentrations from the 

relevant water pollution control plants gradually increased from 

1960 to the mid-1970s and then decreased to near 1960 

concentrations by 1990. TSS concentrations of 110 mg/L from raw 

discharges have been assumed (Mueller et al., 1982}. 

The TSS mass loads (Figure 6) contributed by New York City 

East River sewage treatment plants and raw discharges decreased 

from about 276 metric tons per day (tonnes/day) in 1974 to 71 

tonnes/day in 1990. 

An estimate of the BODs mass load s for raw discharges into 

the River was made assuming concentrations of 104 mg/L (Mueller 

et al., 1982). Using this estimat e and the measured 

concentrations at the plants, the total mass lo a ds were 

calculated and plotted in Figure 7. 
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The mass load s of BOD5 introduced into East River receiv i ng 

waters by treatment plants and raw discharges have varied betwe en 

217 tonnes/day in 1960 peaking in 1974 at approximately 263 

tonnes/day. Following the completion of the Red Hook Water 

Pollution Control Plant, the mass loads of B00 5 decreased to 75 

tonnes / day in 1990 . 

Total nitrogen mass loads are plotted in Figure 8. Nutrient 

mass loads have been estimated using Mueller et al.'s (1982) 

concentration data (Table 2 )._ and the NYC DEP flow data . More 

recent data indicates, however, the values from Mueller et al. 

(1982) for nitrogen may be low (J. Semon, per. comm.). 

TABLE 2 

Typical Municipal Wastewater Characteristics for 
Conventional Pollutants 

Pa r amete r 

TSS 
BOD 
TOC 
NH3-M 
Org-N 
NO -N 2 
N0 3-N 

New York city Raw 
Sewage 
(mg/L) 

. 110. 00 
'· 104. 00 

93.00 
10.00 
13.00 

0.07 
0.38 

fr om Mueller e t a l., 1 982 

New York City 
Secondary Effluent 

(mg/L) 

20.00 
1 5 .0 0 
39 .00 

7 .90 
6.10 
0.19 
1 .30 

Total nitr ogen_enteri ng the East River raw sewage discharges 

and sewage tr eatme nt plants is es t imated to ha ve decreased from a 

pe a k in 1973 of 72 ton nes/day to about 60 tonne s/day in 1990. 

Much of this decrease would ap pear to be associated with a 
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reduction of organic nitrogen associated with the removal of th e 

raw discharges. A considerable amount of the nutrient load in 

the raw discharges was probably shunted to the primary and 

secondary sludges. This would seemingly be supported by the 

large nutrient loads projected to be in the filtrate of the 

dewatering facilities. 

From 1950 to 1960, Nassau county, NY, experienced a doubling 

in population; however, the County•s sewage treatment plants on 

the north shore of Long Isl~nd did not undergo much of a change 

in population served or average daily flow because many of the 

homes had septic systems and others fed into sewage treatment 

plants that did not discharge into LIS (Interstate Sanitation 

Commission, 1963). The county•s population growth peaked in 

1970, decreasing thereafter. For 1990 , the total population 

served by these sew a ge treatment plants was approximately 112,950 

with an average daily f low equalling 14.6 MGO. This is a 

decrease of approximately 6,600 p eople served by the sewag e 

treatment plants with a corresponding decrease of 1.5 MGD into 

the bays adjacent to WLIS. These plants empty into the heads of 

Manha sset Bay, Hempstead Bay, oyster Bay , Little Neck Bay, and 

Cold Spring Harbor. According to th e Interstate Sanitation 

Commission (ISC), all of these plant s have be e n following 

secondary treatment practices since 1968. 

Westchester County, NY, ha s four sewage treatment plants 

discharging effluent directl y int o WLIS that serve a population 

of approxima tely 207 ,0 00 . In 196 0, three of the four plant s wer e 

d i schar g i ng raw sewage. I n 1966, approximately 22 . 4 MGD of 



effluent was receiving primary treatment prior to its discharge 

into WLIS. The amount of effluent from the County's sewage 

treatment plants has almost doubled to 43.5 MGD in 1990. Three 

of the four plants have recently been upgraded to secondary 

treatment and the other one still provides only primary 

treatment. 

SECCH·I DISK AND TURBIDITY MEASUREMENTS 

A way of understanding the effects of upgrading effluent 

from primary to secondary treatment can be explored in terms of 

changes in water clarity and biomass. Water clarity can be 

examined through secchi disk and turbidity measurements. Secchi 

disk sampling by the Nassau county Department of Health Bureau of 

Water Pollution Control was carried out in WLIS from 1974 to 1990 

using a black and white 8 inch diameter disk. The information 

available from four stations suggests no significant change in 

surface water clarity from 1974 to 1985 (Figures 9 & 10). The 

data indicate some slight variability from May to September with 

secchi disk depths ranging from approximately 1 to 2 meters. 

From 1985 to 1990, it appears that water clarity decreased by 

0.5-1.0 m. Turbidity measurements also taken by Nassau County 

show similar results as the secchi disk readings. There is 

little annual change in the mean values covering the periods 

1974-1979 and 1980-1985. However, for the period spanning 1980-

1985 and 1985-1990, there is a decrease in wat _er clarity 

indicated by an increase from mean values of 2-3 nephelometer 

turbidity unit s (ntu) to 4.5-6 ntu in turbidity. From 1985-1990, 

th e d a ta also e xhibit a monthly d e cr e as e in water clarity from 
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May to September (Figure 11). There is no apparent reason for 

the decrease in water clarity, i.e. chlorophylls and TSS values 

have not increased; however, both secchi disk and turbidity 

measurements support this trend. 

CHLOROPHYLL a AND PHYTOPLANKTON 

Chlorophyll g average measurements, an estimate of 

phytoplankton biomass, do not appear to have substantially 

changed in the past 40 years with the possible exception of some 

evidence of a marginal increase in the vicinity of Throgs Neck. 

Conover (1956} measured chlorophyll gin WLIS for two years 

beginning in March 1952, Olson (1976) measured chlorophyll a in 

the western portion of LIS from October 1974 to May 1975, and 

Cosper et al., (unpubl.) measured chlorophyll a from The Battery 

to a distance 200 km east through LIS, from January to December 

1989. Surface average chlorophylls values ranged from 1.5 to 16 

µg/L in 1974-1975 (Olson 1976). Conover (1956) observed a 

similar range of surface ::average chlorophylls! values from 1 to 

14 µg/L. Cosper et al., (unpubl.) measured mean monthly 

chlorophyll g concentrations from 2-34 µg/L, with the highest 

values observed in the Throgs Neck region (Figure 12). 

Phytoplankton species composition also does not appear to 

have changed appreciably since the Conover (1956) and Riley and 

Conover (1956) studies. Comparisons of phytoplankton species 

identified by Cosper et al., (unpubl.) from 1989 data, Riley and 

Conover (1956) from 1952, 1953, and J.954 data, and Long Island 

Lighting Company (1983) data from the late 1970s and early 1980s 
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do not show great difference s in species composition, although an 

absolute comparison is difficult to make due to differences in 

sampling technique (Monteleone et al., unpubl.). 

The timing of the onset of the Winter-Spring bloom in Long 

Island Sound (LIS) may have changed slightly since the early 

1950s. Between 1953 and 1969, blooms occurred twice in January, 

five times in February and four times in March. Between 1972 and 

1989, blooms occurred eight times in March, and only twice in 

February. could this mean that the onset of the phytoplankton 

blooms has been sufficiently delayed resulting in a shift, 

prolonging, or delay of the decay of phytoplankton biomass 

thereby enhancing low (DO]? 

Phytoplankton are not nutrient limited in the New York 

Harbor and East River, but blooms do not generally occur in this 

area due mainly to the turbidity of the water column (Malone, 

1982). Turbidity is considerably reduced in the Throgs Neck 

area, relative to the East River, and Cosper et al., (unpubl.) 

found in 1989 that mean chlorophyll a measurements in that region 

of WLIS were substantially higher than mea surements in other 

areas of LIS and the East River (Figure 13). These high 

measurements of chlorophyll gin the Throgs Neck region may be a 

result of excess nutrients. 

There also may be hydrographic conditions in WLIS that allow 

phytoplankton to achieve greater biomass. Olha (1990) found that 

of the 180 blooms in the New York-New Jersey area from the 1950 s 

to the 1980s, only fifty were generated by increased nutri ent 

input or runoff, with the remainder a result of a variety o f 
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hydrographic condition s , i. e ., winds, salinity, strati f ication, 

oceanic transport. 

Available _chlorophyll s and species data make it difficul t 

to determine whether or not blooms in WLIS have increased in 

recent years. 

NITRATE VS AMMONIUM 

There has been approximately a 12 tonne/day reduction in 

total nitrogen released to the East River from elimination of r aw 

discharges and upgrading of treatment plants since the mid-1970s . 

Despite this reduction there is still concern about the 

s ignificance of nitrogen with regard to the hypoxi a problem. 

Much debate has focused on what species of nitrogen, ammonium 

(NH4•), or nitrate (N0 3-) is more likely to b e utilized by 

phytoplankton (Morris, 1974; Carpenter and Dunha m, 198 5 ) . A 

determination of whether ammonium or nitrate is preferred is 

important in under s tanding the hypoxia problem in WLIS for th e 

following re aso n s : ammon+um i s the main form of nitrogen relea sed 

in sewage effluent; ammonium is toxic to many marine organisms; 

and most i mport a ntly, nitrification of ammonium by organism s i s 

a n oxyg e n demand i ng r eact ion that can further e xacerba t e th e 

problem of hyp oxia. Previous work had found phy top lankton to 

preferentially ut i l i z e ammonium over nitrate (Ep pley et al., 

1969). 

Ammonium a nd nit rate are both readily taken up by 

phytop l a nkton. Th e species of nitrog en that will be utilized by 

phytoplankton depends on a number of factors in cludi ng water 



temperature, salinity, family of phytoplankton (diatom or 

dinoflagellate), and the concentrations of NH/ and NO3 - in the 

water column (Carpenter and Dunham, 1985). Therefore, it cannot 

be assumed that converting ammonium to nitrate makes the nitrogen 

less available to phytoplankton, and blooms less likely to occur. 

The Stamford water Pollution control Facility in Stamford, 

CT, is using biological nutrient removal techniques to nitrify 

NH/ to NO3- and denitrification to convert No3- to nitrogen gas. 

This is being undertaken to reduce the amount of NH~• in sewage 

effluent and thereby reduce BOD in the water column. The 

Stamford facility is able to remove 97% of the ammonium in the 

effluent with nitrification (LISS Fact Sheet #11, 1990) and an 

average of 70% t~tal nitrogen removal. Nitrification is achieved 

mainly through increased cell retention time, or increased 

aeration in the secondary settling tanks (J. Semon, per. comm.). 

Denitrification is achieved by creating an anoxic zone within th e 

aeration system. These processes can be achieved without any 

major change in the operation of the plant (J. Semon, per . 

comm.). 

FISHERIES 

The principal fisheries of Long Island Sound have had boom 

-and bust years since the 1960s, and the State of Connecticut, 

Department of Environmental Protection (CT DEP) as part of th e 

LISS, provides a comprehensive review of the information for the 

years 1961-1985 (CT DEP, 1989). The overall catches of fi n fishe s 

and shellfish have increased since the 1960s (CT DEP, 1989). 

However, it is difficult to determi ne whether th e increased 



numbers of fishes caught and shellfish landed are due to 

increased effort or improvements in water quality (CT DEP, 1989). 

Fish-kills in enclosed embayments of LIS, like Hempstead 

Harbor and Manhasset Bay, are common. Between 1970 and 1986 

there were 48 fish-kills in Hempstead Harbor, many of them 

attributed to low (DO]. Fish-kills in open areas of LIS are 

uncommon. This can be because fishes in these areas can more 

easily move from low [DO] regions to more oxygenated regions and 

because low (DO] i s generally less common in open areas. It 

could also be that in the more open areas of LIS that there is 

less likelihood that kills would be observed . - However, given th e 

fishing and boating traffic in the area this seems unlikely. 

In 1987, ther e were 21 fish-kills reported for the New York 

side of LIS, from the Throgs Neck Bridge to Smithtown Bay, that 

were a result of low (DO]. The widespread low (DO] in WLIS in 

1987 was caused by a bloom of a marine dinoflagellat e that was 

unusually dense and long-l a stin g (Chytalo, pe r . com . ) . It has 

be en proposed, although not proven, that nutrient inputs from 

sewage treatment plants and storm water runoff were _re s ponsible 

for maintaining the bloom at elevated l eve ls and for an extended 

period of time (Chytalo, per. com.). 

DISCUSSION 

From 1960 to the prese nt th e population in c re ase in the 

ge ne r al area of th e Eas t River and WLIS ha s been on l y modest. 

The larg e changes occurred in the late 1940s and 1950s . During 

the last thre e decades however, there have b een significant 



changes in sewage treatment. The amount of raw sewage entering 

the East River has, with the exception of cso discharges and 

treatment plant breakdowns, decreased to near zero. The level of 

treatment has increased such that nearly 98% of all pertinent 

discharges in New York City, Nassau county, and Westchester 

County are secondary. 

The mass loads of TSS and BOD entering the East River have 

each decreased over 70% since 1974. The mass load of nitrogen 

discharged by treatment plants has nearly doubled since 1960 as 

treatment plant flows increased, but with the elimination of raw 

discharges, there has been an overall decrease of 12 tonnes/year 

since 1973. 

The results from limited observations in the receiving 

waters of the East River have been indistinguishable in terms of 

water clarity (secchi disk) and chlorophyll g. There has 

apparently been considerable measured improvement in summer 

bottom minimum (DO] in the lower East River. Improvement in [DO) 

in the upper East River is not as apparent. 

The following is a synopsis of issues related to the 

apparent recent decline in bottom (DO] in the WLIS. 

1. WLIS has probably experienced hypoxic conditions in the 

past. However, they were largely unobserved because they we re 

not severe enough to have caused large scale benthic mortalitie s. 

There is certainly evidence of measured low (DO] in the early 

197 0s . 

1. Th er e is a s uggestion of decreased water cl a rity in WLIS 

(ba sed on Nas s au Cou nty water quality mon i toring dat a ) in th e 



late 1980s. There is no apparent increase in phytoplankton 

biomass, however, as measured by chlorophylls over the period of 

the 1950s to the present. The cause of the change in turbidity 

is curious and its relationship -to phytoplankton --biemass -and - • -··- - . 

hypoxia should be explored. 

J. surface water temperatures seemingly have been warmer in the 

1980s compared to the 1970s (Figure 14). This may have hastened 

the onset of stratification and intensified it as well. However, 

when specifying these conditions for use in the model described 

by Valle-Levinson et al. (in press), there is not a dramatic 

reduction in bottom (DO]. 

4. Total suspended solids from sewage treatment plants have 

decreased over 70% since 1974 yet there has not been an increase 

in chlorophyll a, which would be expected with increased light 

penetration. This may mean that sewage treatment plant loadings 

of suspended solids are insignificant when compared to river

borne suspended solids. Another scenario might be that 

chlorophylls has not in~reased because the total mass load of 

nitrogen from sewage treatment plants has been reduced somewhat 

thereby limiting phytoplankton growth. The role of silica, 

found in constant amounts in sewage effluent and a necessary 

element for diatom growth, has not been well defined in producin g 

or sustaining Winter-Spring diatom blooms (McLaughlin et al., 

1982)., 

5. It is also possible that the warmer winters of the pa s t 

s ev e ral years, [7 of the pa st 10 year s have had an average annua l 

temperature at Central Park of 1• C above th e long-term mea n wit h 
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1990 being the warmest since records have been kept (New York 

Times, 1990)], have caused the spring freshet of the Hudson River 

to occur earlier and prolonged the impact of it by adding 

nutrients to the system for a longer p~riod of time t~ere~y 

enhancing phytoplankton blooms. This process could possibly 

increase the severity of oxygen depletion or broaden the width of 

the low-DO trough, by sustaining blooms for an extended period of 

time . In fact, a brief review of the available information does 

suggest that over the last twenty years, the time of bloom 

initiation has occurred later in the year, perhaps more directly 

impacting the summer DO decline. 

In summary, it would appear that the recent hypoxic ·events 

may not be as out of the ordinary as recent data collection 

efforts would lead one to believe. A quick examination of some 

of the available monitoring data suggest no obvious linkage of 

changing sewage treatment processes with th e apparent decline in 

DO in WLIS. There are a number of nearly independent activities 

and natural events that ~ave mutually contributed to increasing 

the likelihood of a hypoxic event. Among these are the continued 

burden of the sewage treatment plant effluents fro m New York 

City, Na ssau County and Westchester County, changed wat er clarity 
i 

and perhaps in creased biomass pr oduction in the Sound, milder 

winters, hotter summers, and reduced flows in th e Hudson River. 

The role of climate on th e WLIS hypoxia problem should be better 

understood. 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

* Further examination of historical data, particularly 

climatological data as it relates to the causes of hypoxia 

in WLIS is warranted prior -to investing 1n cost~y high-tech -

tertiary treatment programs. 

* A study of the apparent recent changes in turbidity in 

WLIS and its relationship with oxygen demand is warranted. 

* In some sewage treatment plants, inexpensive 

nitrification and denitrification is possible to varying 

degrees and should be implemented. 

• Water conservation measures (see White Paper on that 

topic) in New York City could potentially reduce or 

stabilize the quantity of sewage requiring treatment. This 

could have many benefits; but, with regard to the hypoxia 

problem, it could ai1ow increased detention times that would 

reduce the quantity of NH4+ released to the receiving 

waters. 

* Alternative approaches, other than through existing New 

York City water pollution control plants, for using or 

disposing of nutrient-rich dewatered sludge centrate should 

be found. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Excessive growths or blooms ofmacroalgae ("green tides") resulting from eutrophication are 
increasingly common in nearshore marine habitats. In the worst cases, the resulting algal 
biomass eventually dies and decays through anaerobic processes leading to release of high 
concentrations of hydrogen sulfide and resultant foul smells. Along the Brittany coast of France, 
and in the lagoon of Venice, Italy, such conditions have seriously impacted the tourism industries 
and therefore, are being intensively studied. At this time the principal remedial effort being 
applied is the physical removal and disposal of the algal biomass prior to the onset of anaerobic 
decay. This is achieved at great expense to the local government authorities, since algae 
typically associaJed with tlzese blooms (e.g. Ulva sp.) have little or nor current vq,lue as 
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· marketable products. It is proposed that the introduction of valuable species to such areas 
through the application of mariculture techniques could help to reduce the problems at no or 
little incurred cost. Since excessive algal growth is o.f..en a "threslwld" typejuncdon, the removal 
of even a portion of the total nutrient load could greatly alleviate the most damaging phenomena. 
Simple mariculture techniques will be discussed and their potential impacts will be considered 
relative to nutrient removal models. 

INTRODUCTION: 

In temperate Atlantic estuaries, the primary producers define several critical communities 

consisting of: (1) benthic seaweeds (macroalgae),· (2) seagrasses; (3) salt marsh grasses,· (4) 

phytoplankton,· and (5) benthic microalgae (Kremer & NIXDn 1978, Pomeroy & Weigert 1981, 

Welsh et al. 1982). Of these primary producers, the seaweeds are underutilized resource where 

intervention into eutrophication is possible. 

One of the most widespread and easily recognized effects of eutrophication in coastal 

marine ecosystems is the proliferous growth of macr<>a!_gae. Such blooms often occur to such 

a degree that the algal biomass becomes a significant problem, either through its direct fouling 

effects or as a result of hypoxia (and associated release of noxious products such as hydrogen 

sulfide) produced from its eventual. death and decay (Briand 1987). In some locations, for 

example along the coast of Brittany in France, and in Puget Sowui, U.S.A, the problem is 

cha.racterized by the accumulation of the green alga JJJyg_ in wind-rows along the beaches. In 

such cases the descriptive term "Green Tide": has been applied. This name has subsequently 

been applied to other excess macroalgae situations in order to bring attention to their 

similarities, altlwugh such phenomena are not always the result of green algae, nor are they 

always associated with tidal events (a model adapted from the concept of "red tides" associated 

with dinojlagellate blooms,· Fletcher 1990). 
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. The conditions which lead to green tides typically include: 1) high inorganic nutrielll 

levels and 2) relatively shalkJw water without strong currents or waves (Sfrisco et al. 1987). 

These conditions are found throughout the world wherever bays or lagoons with suitable physical 

characters are impacted by the eutrophicaling qffects of agricultural runoff or hwnan sewage 

discharge. 

The most common macroalgae leading to green tides are species of the green alga 1lh!1J., 

although significant additional biomass may come from other green algae such as Enteromomha 

or Monostroma. It is a somewhat unique characteristic of mm_ that it can thrive without any 

attachment to the substraJWn whaJsoever. This is a particularly important poi111 since the types 

of locations where green tides are most significant tend to have mud, sill, or sand bottoms as 

a result of the relative lack of water movemelll. 1he ability to thrive rm-attached, coupled with 

a strong ability for nitrogen ·uptake from the seawater, comribute to its domination of these 

habitats. 

In many places direct action has been necessary to reduce or eliminate the damaging 

impacts of green tides. Such action typically consists of harvesting or otherwise removing the 

offending algal mass. 1his type of harvesting has reached major proportions in some places, 

for example, Venice Lagoon where amounts in excess of 200 tons per day are removed over 

extended periods through Spring, Swnmer, and Fall seasons (~frisco et al. 1987). Intervention 

on such a massive scale is achieved only at tremendous expense. For example, 46,<XXJ mt of 

Ulva were harvested.from Venice Lagoon during the 1989 removal project at a cost exceeding 

U.S. $5.6 million (Fletcher 1990). It is thus imperative that ways be found to reduce the costs 

associated with the treatment of green tides. 
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It is unfortunate that the algae typically associated with macroalgal blooms are ones for 

which there exists little market potential, for if these seaweeds had intrinsic value, their removal 

and disposal could be the basis of a viable maritime industry. Nevertheless, in Israeli.fish ponds 

Jl1m lactuca and Qracilaria confena, are now used to strip these marine fishponds of effeuenls 

(Cohen &: Nori submitted, Nori &: Cohen submitted). 1he 1lJm is even harvested and used as 

ajiller in sausage meats. In the People's Republic of China~ Gracilaria tenuistipitata is grown 

in pond culture on Hainan Island. 1his alga is used in part to strip nitrogenous effluents from 

adjacent housing developments prior to release of these waten into the sea (Yarish pers obs). 

1he removal cost of macroalgae may also be mitigated . by useful disposal of the harvested 

seaweed for fertilkers, animal food, or biomass substrates for mellumogenic bacteria (Chapman 

&: Chapman 1980, Bird &: Benson 1987). Fortunately il is possible to introduce more valuable 

species into problem areas through (l(J_uaculture methods. 

On a 'WOrldwide basis, many different species of macroalgae are cultivated (Waaland 

1981). Most of the types cultivated successfully on a commercial scale are those used for human 

food, particularly in Asia (Abbott 1988). The best known examples include the red alga 

Po,:phyra ("nori"), and the brown algae Undaria ("Wakame"J and Laminaria ("kombu"J 

(Arasaki &: Arasaki 1983, Waaland 1981, Miura 1980). Other species have been cultivated as 

sources for valuable extractive products, e.g. the red algae Eucheuma for caraageenan and 

Gracilariafor agar (Jansen 1979, Bird&: Benson 1987, Hanisak &: Ryther 1984, Lewis et al. 

1988). A key consideration in every ex.ample of seaweed fanning is the selection and 

optimimtion of a suitable substrate. The sea farm growuls are most oft en in areas where the 

same species would not otherwise occur because of the lack of suitable substrate materials at the 
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appropriate water depth. 

Q'we consider the conditions present in a typical bay or lagoon thaJ is subject to repeated 

green tide occurrences, we usually firul that the overall nutrient status of the water is excellenl 

for support of algal growth. 1hese nutrients come either form current sources of runoff and 

discharge or from mineral cycling processes within the sediments (cf. Bianchi et al. 1988). In 

many cases, by providing a suitable substratum, and by providing adequate inoculum, we can 

cause desirable species of seaweed to dominate. As with any agricultural crop wllether it is rice, 

wheat, or seaweed, it is essential to understand the particular biological requirements of the 

target species in order to successfully manage it under cultivation. 

Some examples will serve to demonstrate typical methods of seaweed cultivation and how 

these might be applied in eutrophicated bays and lagoa,is. 

Porphyra ("nori ") Cultivation 

The most valuable cultivated seaweed on a "WOrldwide basis is Po,:phyra (Chapman &: 

Ozapman 1980). Selected strains of"/!.. yezoenis and E.. tenera are fanned on a very large scale 

in Japan as well as in Korea and China for the production of the edible product ·non• 

(Mumford & Miura 19_88, Miura 1975). Nori is a key ingredient in the japanese dish called 

•sushi•, in which nori is used as a jiavo,ful wrapper around a filling of vinegared rice and 

various vegetables or fish (Arasald &: Arasald 1983). 

Nori is grown on nets that are suspended just at the water surface (Merrill 1989, 

Mumford & Miura 1988, Miura 1975). These nets can be supported on poles driven into 

shallow mud or sand bottoms, or in floating gridworks of rope in deeper sites. Key 
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environmental requirements for the cultivation of cu"ently valuable strains include temperatures 

in the range of 6-16'C and-salinities slightly below full-strength seawater, 25-32 ppt. An 

essential aspect of these techniques is the need to provide periodic drying to the juvenile plants. 

Drying eliminates competing species and epiphytes. 1his is achieved either /Jy the normal 

exposure during low tides in the case of pole culture, or /Jy controlled lifting of the nets in the 

case of floating culture. 

Nori is a very fast growing plant, requiring only 45 days from seeding to first harvest. 

It has a very high protein content, hence high in nitrogen, up to 40% protein /Jy dry weight. 

1he productivity and nitrogen uptake of this plant are s,efficiently great to make it an excellent 

choice for eutrophication abatement. · 

Kelp Species, e.g. Laminaria, Undaria 

. Laminaria ("kombu ") and Undaria ("wakame ") are kelps cultivated principally in Asian 
-. 

countries (Druehl 1988). These are widely recognized to be used in preparing soups and as 

flavoring in other dishes (Arasaki & Arasaki 1983), but are primarily utiliud as raw material 

for extracting alginate, mannitol, and iodine in industry in China. They have markets that are 

almost as large as that for nori. 

There have been several attempts to develop kelp fanning in North America for alginate, 

"kombu ", or bio-gas production. Perhaps the greatest potential, exists with the. kelp growing in 

Long Island Sound because of the.ir rapid growth rates due to the availability of light during the 

winter and the relative abundance of nutrients throughout the' growing period (Brinkhuis et al. 

1987, Egan & Yarish 1990). Sporophytes ofLaminaria longicroris (a variety of L.. saccharina) 
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attain ~ngths up to eight meters with mean growth rates of 2.53 an da"1 in May and early June. 

Maximwn standing crop has been observed in May (1986: 24 kg m·2,· 1987: 47 kg m·2 fresh 

weight,· Egan&: Yarish 1990). Plants on north shore of Long Island Sound live at least two 

years (i.e. biennial,· Egan &: Yarish 1988, 1990). The microsporophyte or gametophyte may be 

the overswnmering stage in the Sound (Egan et al. 1989). Fast growing strains with differential · 

thennal sensitivities have also been isolated from natural populations of L_. longicruris in Long 

Island Sound (Yarish &: Egan 1987, Yarish &: Egan 1989, Egan et al. 1989). Genetic crossing 

experiments between i.; longicruris and L.. saccharinapeiformed at the University of Connecticut 

at Stamford and continued at the State University of New Yorlc's Flax Pond greenhouse facilities, 

have showed that although the plants were inteifertile, there were inherited differences in growth 

rates (Yarish et al. 1990, Egan et al. 1990). Chine.re rope culture techniques have been 

extended to the ill sim cultivation ofL. . longic,uris in the lab and field. Pedigree lines has been 
. . 

established for several of the fast growing strains. Cultivation scenarios have also been 

presented for kelp maricuiture in Long Island Sound (Yarish &: Egan 1989). 

Kelps are typically grown on large diameter (10-20 mm) rope lines which are suspended 
.. 

at suitable depths below the surface (Brinkhuis et al. 1987, Druehl et al. 198~, Merrill & 

Gillingham 1991a , Kawashima 1984). Inoculation of the long-lines is achieved by careful 

preparation of seedstock inoculum in on-shore facilities. Another commonly used technique 

places pre-inoculated substrate onto the oceanjloor (25-30,()()() stones 1ia·1,· 15 kg stones). Yields 

of 2.5 kg f. wt of kelp per stone are typically obtained (Huang, pers. data). The production of 

kelps is usually 10 times greater than nori per hectare (Huang, pers. data). 

Protein content is l.ower in the kelps, typically in the range of 8-12% by dry weight. 
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Their value in pollution abatement is augmented by their value as habiJat for fish and shellfish. 

In fact, kelps can justifiably be grown specifically for this purpose even in areas without t~ need 

for nutrient reduction (Merrill&: Gillingham 1991b). 11ze ultimate success of kelp mariculture 

will depend upon market factors and its total cost in the region. Fanning ventures may be 

enhanced if nutrient removal is considered part of the fann 's operational junctions (Yarish et al. 

1990). Careful. consideration of engineering and ecolllJmic principles are necessary along with 

the need to extend existing kelp research technology to potential aquaculluralists. 

Other Potential Species: Sargassum 

1he brown alga. Sargassum filipendula ?, occurs throughout western Long Island Sound. 

Sargassum contains the commercially valuable phycocolloid, alginate (Chauhan 1970, Pillai 

1954, 1956, 1957, Shah et al. 1967, Roa 1969, Varier et .al. 1951). Preyiously, this species was 

recogniud solely as a swnmer annual in Long Island Sound; however, recent investigations 
~. 

(Kilar unpublished data) have found shallow subtidal populations that are perennial. Perennial 

populations of Sargasswn are reported elsewhere (e.g. S. eymoswn: Kilar et. al 1991). Attempts 

to grow Sargassum in ponds have not been very successful, however, the plant appears ideally 

suited for long-line culture. While uprights portions of the plant are annual or perennial in 

nature, the basal holdfast and perennial stem are long-lived (2-5 yr). Upright portions could be 

harvested without disturbing the perennial base. 

Other Options: Seeding 

While the examples cited above represe,u cases of complete cultivation, there may be 
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circumstances in which controlled cultivation is uneconomical, or is undesirable for other 

reasons. In such cases it may be possible to apply simplified techniques toward "enhancement" 

of desired spedes. For example , in some ~hallow lagoons where unattached populations of!Jlyg 

dominate , the simple addition of shell fragments or pebbles, with or without pre-inoculation with 

spores , may be sufficient to stimulate the development of Gracilaria. 1his species seems tiJ prefer 
. ( 

at least some attachment points . Similarly, standing crops of natural bedsof kelp or Sargassum 

could be significantly increased. Since these species are valuable as raw materialfor i1Ulustry, 

their harvest could potentially support 1oca1 fishennen . 

Nutrient Removal. 

A useful framework within which to consider the-beneficial value of nutrient uptake and 

removal, is that of "Algal Biomass Potential" (A.BP; Oswald 1988). In the presence ofsrd]icient 

· quantities of other elements, a single nutr.ient may support a.finite quantity of biomass production 

by a given species. For example , A.BP can be defined for nitrogen as follows: 

ABP (mg dw algae/I) = available N (mg/1) 

algal N composition(%) 

Jjwe consider a system supporting Jl1m. growth (approx. 3.5% NJ with 20 mg/1 nitrogen, we 

can calculate as follows: 

20mg/1 N 
= 571 mg dw Ulva I 1 ABP 

3.5% N 
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Funhennore, in a shallow lagoon we can calculate the biomass per unit area as: 

. 1 ha x 2 m depth = 20,000,000 liters 

X .571 mg/1 

= 11.4 tlha ABP 

Interestingly, the Jl.l:t1l. biomass production of Venice Lagoon has been estimated at 18.5 tlha 

(Sfrisco et al. 1987). It follows that any proportion of the .ABP that can be utillud by a 

harvested crop will reduce that remaining for support of the growth of •problem• algae such as 

~- To illustrate the nutrient uptake value of nori we can make the following calcu1ations for 

commercial nori production: 

450gdw 0.07 g N 

gdw 

31.5 g N 

mi 

1his production figure of acrual 450 gdw m·2y1'1 is for a typical 5 month harvest season 

and is based on approximately 40% surface area coverage by the cultivation system. Again, we 

can compare this nitrogen uptake value to those estimated for Jl.l:t1l. in Venice Lagoon of 50-70 

g N m·2yr1 (Sfrisco et al. 1987). 

The removal of this quantity of nutrients from the water should have the immediate 

beneficial result of reducing the biomass of problem species. Even wizen complete replacement 

of problem species is not feasible, partial replacement may be s,gficient to reduce the total algal 

biomass below tlze threshold of hypertrophi-c events. Furthennore, by continued harvests in 

successive years, it could be expected that significant amounts of nutrients could be removed 
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from the sediment load. 

Nutrient Management: Natural Populati,ons 

Nearslwre communities of benthic macroalgae, seagrasses, salt marsh grasses, 

phytoplankton, and benthic microalgae serve as buffers, absorbing, storing, and gradually 

releasing nutrients (Kremer&: Nzxon 1978, Pomeroy &: Wzegen 1981, Welsh et al. 1982). Many 

of these estuarine habitaJs serve as nursery grounds for many offshore and nearshore spedes 
. . 

(Perkins 1974, Nixon 1980, Odum 1980). NutrienJ addinons to coastal embayments above 

· ambient conditions bring about changes, especially amongfringing benthic communities. Blooms 

of one or more •opportunistic algae•, over.grow established plant and animal assemblages 

resulting in a drop in community diversity (e.g., Kautsky-1982, Hawkins&: Hartnoll 1983, Littler 

&: Murray 1975, Brown et al. 1990, Tewari &: Joshi 1988). Losses of habitat in embayments 

therefore can be expected to affect living marine resources throughout wide geographic areas. 
--

1he ability of environmental managers to predict •bloom events• or to regulate the growth 

of natural beds "WOuld significantly contribute to their skills in maintaining environmental quality 

and species diversily. Any attempt to Wlderstand or model macroalgal populations must be based 

on a knowledge of abiotic or biotic parameters that regulate specific growth rates and abundance 

patterns. Past attempts to model the macrophyte growth in Long Island Sowul have been overly 

simplistic (e.g. Sampson & Curtis 1987), ignoring complicated life-history patterns and growth 

strategies. For example, nwst environmental models presently utiliu extemal supplies of 

nitrogen and relate them to algal growth. This approach is limited due to the simultaneous 

variation of many environmental factors, an unknown nitrogen requirement f or growth and 
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reproduction in situ. the presence of a continuous supply of nitrogen due to water motion 

(nutrient flux or loadi.ng), and the ability of algae to store large amounts of nitrogen (Hanisak 

1979, 1983). 1he devewpment of monitoring protocols utilizing internal nitrogen could 

significantly add to our skills in managing these systems. 

1he measurement of internal concentrations of nutrients has many advantages over other 

single-source measurements when assessing enviromental impact. 

1) ~ analysis of nutrients rejlects the total nutrient environment, i.e., measuring the 

effects of nutrients presently being discharged. those discharged from previous years, and 

trapped in sediments. 

2) Pulses ofnutrientsfrom runoff (short-tenn temporal events) are difficult to capture when 

sampling water and even more difficult to interpret as tp their effects on macrophytes. 

3) Measurements of tissue nutrients are directly pertinent to the plant metabolism. 

Effective managment polides for coastal resources requires (1) identifying the cause of the 

problem by constructing and testing hypotheses, (2) identifying effects and the appropriate 

par<l!11£lers to measure, and (3) taking steps to remove or reduce environmental impact (NOAA 

Eulrophication Workshop 3-5 January 1991). Internal tissue nitrogen are considered critical to 

the understanding, controlling, and mitigating the effects of opportunistic, marine macrophytes 

in lllJ.uaculture and could be similarly applied to natural beds (Yarish et al. 1991). 

Summary 

There is a widespread need for active intervention in eutrophicated marine ecosystems in order 

to reduce the occurrence of green tides, hypoxia and other ill effects. A significant contribution 
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to such ejfons can be made by using aquaculture techniques to alter or manage the species 

composition in the target area. By cultivating species with intrinsic economic value, the great 

costs associated with harvest and removal. of undesirable species can be reduced or eliminated. 
. . 

The nutrients absorbed by the cultivated algae are removed from the ecosystem through harvest. 

Complete countervention of nutrient flux is not required since even partial nutrient removal may 

bring concentrations below threshold levels. An additional side benefit of such actions is the 

development of a new economic base for coastal fishing communities. When coupled with ejfons 

at long term source reduction it should be possible to recover highly eutrophicated ecosystems. 
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SUMMARY 

Two groups of sewage treatm ent plants were se lect ed to assess the efficacy 

of outfall relocation as an alternative to nitrogen removal by advanced waste 

treatment to alleviate hypoxia ·in western Long Island Sound. The treatment 

plant discharg es to the East River and · thos e from Westchest e r County were 

selected strictly for illustrative purposes in this preliminary concept 

analysis. East River loadings ~ould be relocated toward inner New York Harbor 

and the ocean while discharge ·s from Yestche st er County could be reiocated 

toward central Long Island Sound. In both cases, relocation alternative s would 

conv.ey effluents away from the hypoxic Western Narrow s area of Long Island 

Sound and thus serve the purpose ·s of this preliminary conceptual analysis. 

Th e ·following results are presented based on this analysis: 

• Outfall relocation of the Ea st River loads appears to be a _viable 

a lternative to nitrogen removal by advanced treatment. Loads 

relocated out of the East River to harbor areas with gr eater 

assimi lation capacities can su b s tantially redu ce t:he eff ect of such 

loads on wate r quality conditions in the western sound. The deep 

tunnel a ltern ati ve which was evaluated as the means of outfall 

re l ocat i on appears t o be cost e ffective in comparison to nitrogen 

removal. In addi~ion, load r e location may produce multiple b ene fits 

in terms of improved water quality in th e East River proper as well as 

in th e western sound, and may facilitat e the integration of facilitie s 

for control of combined sewe r overflows. 

• Outfall relocation o f the Yestc hest er County dischar ges does not 

appear to be a cost effective a l ter nativ e to n itrog en removal. Loads . 

relocated by submarine pipeline to ward central Long Island Sound 

reduces the imp acts of t hese lo ads in the Yes tern Narrows. Howeve r, 

some fraction of the relo c ated load is trapp ed in the estu a rine 

circulation pa ttern which exist s in the so und, is returned towa rd the 

western s ound in bott om water s, and attenuates the effectiven ess of 

Hyd roGua!, !nc. 
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load re location. Consequently, ex t ended lengths of pipeline may be 

required to produce wat e r quality improvements which are equivalent to 

nitrogen reduction by advanced treatment. By inference, relocation of 

other discharges to Long ·Island Sound from Long Island and Connecticut 

i s also not likely to be cost effective. 

Relocation of East River loads may have adverse impacts as well as 

multiple benefits. A series of technical investigations are outlined 

to furth e r defin e the f easibilicy and efficacy of outfall relocation 

and to more rigorously assess attendant benefits and potential adverse 

impa c t s. 

Hydr o G ua l, In c . 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Long Island Sound Study (LISS) of the National Estuary program is in 

the process of preparing a Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan 

(CCMP) to improve the health of · the estuary . and ensure compatibl~ human uses 

within the sound ecosystem. During the study. much attention has been focused 

on the existing problem of low dissolved oxygen which occurs during the summer 

in bottom waters of western Long Island Sound .. In order to understand the 

causal mechanisms producing this condition, an extensive field data collection 

effort was undertaken in 1988 and 1989 for t:he purpose of developing and 

calibrating hydrodynamic and wax:er quality models of Long Island· ·sound. Such 

models would be· used t:o determine the quantitative relationships between point 

and nonpoint pollutant inputs and hypoxia and would serve as· a technical basis 

for management decisions. 

Thus far, a second generation coarse grid two-dimensional, time-varying 

water quality model with eutrophication kinetics and interactive sediments, LIS 

2.0, has been ·used to analyze the 1988 and 1989 data base (HydroQual 1991). 

The preliminary modeling results indicate that approximately 75 percent of the 

dissolved oxygen depression at the critical location in the western sound is 

due to nitrogen effects, the limiting nutrient in the summer, with the balance 

due to oxidizable carbon. / ;Currently, a more refined three-dimensional coupled 

hydrodynamic and water quality model, LIS 3.0, is in.the process of calibration 

and will be used to assess the effectiveness of various management alternatives 

for the CCMP. 

LIS 2. 0 has been used for a preliminary evaluation of various management 

options for control of hypoxia in the western sound. As summarized in a repor~ 

on interim actions for hypoxia management (LISS 1990), three potential levels 

of management of the various point and nonpoint pollutant inputs were tested 

with LIS 2. 0 to assess the response to the system. For municipal sewage 

treatment plants (STPs), the three levels of management considered reductions 

of 20, 50 and 72 percent of total nitrogen for illustrative purposes. It is 

likely that in development of th e final CCMP, a similar range of potential 

n itroge n red uctions for STPs will again be con~idered. 

HydroG.ual, Inc. 
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Information developed for the LI SS by ~ontract consultants, state agen ci es 

and individual municipalities indi cate that advanced tr eatme nt for nitrogen 

removal, while technically feasible, is costly for the higher levels of 

reduc ti on. As a consequence _, the LISS requested the Marine Sciences Research 

Center of the State University of _New York at Stony Brook to convene a workshop 

to identify and assess alternatives to enhanced nutrient removal at sewage 

treatment plants to alleviate hypoxia in western Long Island Sound. One 

alternative which may be so considere4 is the relocation of loads away from the 

critical area as a method of reducing adverse water quality impacts in li eu of 

advanced waste treatment. It is -the purpose of this . concept paper to assess 

the potent~al advantages and ~~sadvantages of load relocation as a substitute 

for nitrogen removal at STPs. In the following sections, existing information 

is . summarized, potential relocation requirements for selected discharges are 

developed in a very preliminary manner, the cost effectiveness of load 

relocation as compared to · effluent · nitrogen removal is addressed, other 

advantages and possible adverse impacts are discussed, and specific research 

needs to address areas of uncertainty are identified. 

BACKGROUND 

Existing Conditions 

:. y 
• The Long Island Sound study area extends from the Battery in New York Ctty 

to Block Island, Rhode Island. At present, 44 municipal STPs discharge an 

average of 1,200 million gallons/day of treated effluents either directly to 

the sound or into tidal waters of tributaries. 

located on Figure 1 and tabulated in Table 1 . 

The municipal discharges are 

The present total nitrogen loadin g from all municipal STPs is approximately 

26,000 tons/year (140,000 pounds/day). This loading and inputs from other 

source s such as tributaries, atmosphere, coastal runoff, and sound boundaries 

tog e ther with or ganic carbon loads from all source s were inputs to the LIS 2.0 

mode l (Fi gure 2) for calculat ion of the dissolved oxygen balance. The total 

ni trogen lo adi ng from point sourc es (primar i ly STPs) to Long Isl and Sound i s 

HydroG.u a l , In c . 
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TABLE 1 .. LONG ISlAND SOUND MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
YASTEYATER TREATMENT Pl.ANT FACILITIES (\l\JTP), 1988 

Miles Mean 
NPDES from Flow 

Facility Name Number Receiving Yaters Battery .!£.W. 

MUNTCIPAL 
Red Hook NY0027073 East River 1. 7 68·. 5 
Newtown Creek NY0026204 Ea.st River 4.1 529.9 
Yards Island NY0026131 East River 7 . 5 341.1 
Bowery Bay NY0026158 East River 10 . 1 224.7 
Hunts · Point NY0026191 East River 11.0 217.2 
Tallmans Island NY0026239 East River 13.3 100 .0 
Belgrave YPCF NY0026841 Little Neck Bay 16.5 2.5 
Port Yashington STP NY0026778 Manhasset Bay 19.5 4.5 
Great Neck SD STP NY0026999 : : Manhasset Bay 19.5 4.2 
Great Neck Village NY0022128 Manhasset Bay 19.5 1.2 
New Rochelle NY0026697 Long Island Sound 20.9 19.2 
Mamaroneck NY0026701 Long Island Sound 24.3 19.5 
Glen Cove STP NY0026620 ·c1en Cove Creek 25.1 8.6 
Blind Brook SIP NY0026719 Long Island Sound 27.6 3.2 
Port Chester SD SIP NY0026786 Bryam River 28.9 6.1 
Greemri.ch YPCF CI0100234 Long Island Sound 31.1 12.5 
Oyster Bay SD SIP NY0021822 Oyster Bay Harbor 33.8 2.4 
Stamford YPCF CT0101087 Stamford Harbor 34.4 22.7 
Huntington STP NY0021342 Huntingtn Harbor 39.5 2.7 
New Cans.an STP CT0101273 Five . Mile River 40.0 2 .4 
Norwalk YPCF CT0101249 Long Island Sound 41.6 13.5 
Yestport YPCF CT0100684 Saugatuck River 46.1 2.4 
Fairfield Town Hall CT0101044 Long Island Sound 48.0 11.3 
Kings Park SCSD 06 NY0023311 Long Islarid Sound 48.1 1.1 
Bridgeport Yestside CT0100056 _ Long Island Sound 55.1 40.8 
Bridgeport Eastside CT0101610 Long Island Sound 55.1 11.3 
Stonybrook SCSD 021 NY Port Jefferson Harbor 57.0 2.5 
Port Jefferson SCSO 01 NY0021750 Port Jefferson Harbor 57.0 1.1 
Stratford YPCF CT0101036 Housatonic River 58.1 11.S 
Milford-Beaver Brook CT0100749 Housatonic River 58.1 2.6 
Milford-Housatonic CT Housatonic River 58.1 8.5 
Derby YPCF CT0100161 Housatonic River 58.1 2.0 
Shelt:on YPCF CT0101303 Housatonic River 58.1 2.8 
Ansonia YPCF CT0100013 Naugatuck River 58.1 4.0 
Se)'tD.OUr \1PCF CT0100501 Naugatuck River 58.1 2.2 
Vest Haven SPCF CT0101079 Long Island Sound 67.6 10.2 
East Shore YPCF CT0100366 Long Island Sound 69.5 41.0 
Boulevard YPCF CT0100340 Long Island Sound 69.5 19.1 
North Haven WPCF CT0100404 Quinnipiac River 69.5 4.2 
Branford ~PCF CT0100048 Branford Harbor 72.1 4.3 
New London YPCF CT0100382 Long Isl and Sound 111.6 7 . 9 
Groto n City ~PCF CT0100242 Fort Hill Brook 111.6 2. 7 
Grot on Tovn W CF CT0101231 ·poquonock Ri ver 111.6 5 . 2 
Montv i lle tJPCF CT010093S Thames Ri ve r 111 .6 1. 5 
Noni ich i.11'CF CT0100412 Thames Ri ver 111. 6 7 . 8 
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compared to o t her inputs. natural and enrich ed . on Figure 3 (LISS 1990). The 

improvement in di sso lved oxygen in the Yestern Narrows (critical . location -
. . 

model segment YN 2) of Long Island Sound resulting from removal . of various 

.e nri ched inpu ts a s forecasted by LIS 2.0 is shown on Figure 4. As shown on 

this diagram, it is estimated that coastal point .. source . nitr~gen discharges 

(primarily STPs ) account for . approximately Ll mg/1 of oxygen depres~ion in 

bottom waters of the llestern Narrows under critical conditions. Organic carbon 

disch a rges produce additional, but much le s s, oxyg en depression. 

Estim at ed Effects of Nitrogen Reduction 

As indicated. the LIS 2.0 model was used to provide a preliminai;y estimate 

of the effectiveness of nitrogen ·reduction on dissolved oxygen for ,various 

.· potential level s of management. The three scenarios which were considered for 

r educ tio n of enr iched nJtrogen from the various sources are shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. PERCENT OF THE ENRICHED PORTION OF TOTAL 
NITROGEN REMOVED AT THREE LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT 

Leve! of Manag ement 
Source ~ Mid High 

STPs ~ 
;. 20% 50% 72"/. 

Tributa rie s 
Connecticut River 8% 25% 35% 
Hous atoni c River 8% 25% 40% 

Coastal 0% 0% 13% 
~tmosphere 0% 0% 30% 

Tot al 14% 37% 55% 

The ef fects of t he various level s of management on the dissolved oxygen 

distribution in Long Island Sound as ca lculated by LIS 2.0 are shown on Figur e 

5. The diagram shows t he projected mir:iim'um dissolved oxygen in the bot tom 

waters of Long Island Sound under s ummer conditions for th e three levels of 

HydroG.ua I, In c . 
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nitrogen reduction. Baseline secondary treatment wich no n~trogen reduction is 

shown for ·comparison.· Estimated pastoral (undeveloped) conditions are also 

shown. 

RELOCATION· 'or OUTFALLS · · ~ ' .: .'. ,· 

Concept and Selection of Discharges 

The ·purpose of reducing total nitrogen ioads · from any individual, or 

grouping of, STP discharge(s) by advanced waste treatment is to produce a 

corresponding reduction in that, fraction of total nitrogen concent:rat:ions in 

the receiving water which is due to that (those) discharge(s). Such a 
, 

reduction in instream total nitrogen concentration affects the eutrophication 

.·process · and ·results in ~ome level of improved · dissolved oxygen at the ·critical 

location · ~nd other areas . The · purpose· of· relocating any single · or grouping of 

· outfalls ·: ·would •. also ··be · to modify .the inst _ream total nitrogen ~istribution in 

such · a manner as to improve dissolved oxygen by some level • . In eithe~ case, 

the purpose of the _procedure, nitrogen removal' or relocation , is to modify the 

instream total nitrogen distribution in such a manner as to produce desired 

levels of improvement in dissolved oxygen. 

In order to : effectively compare nitrogen removal by treatment with load 

relobation, application ·of: water quality model with eutrophication kinetics 

is the method of choice. The model would first be used to assess the effect on 

dissolved oxygen of some specified level of nitrogen removal from any 

individual load or grouping of loads. Then, the model would be re-executed, 

assuming no nitrogen removal, but with the load(s) relocated to a series of 

appropriate pos i tions until the same level of dissolved oxygen improvement is 

forecasted, if possible. The outfall relocation ·position which produces Che 

s aine dissolv e d oxygen improvement is then the equivalent , in that particular 

sense, o f nitrog en rem·ov al by advanced tre a tment. The engine e ring f easibility 

an d cost of bo t h al t e r n a tives may then be compared . 

H yd r o G ua l, i n c. 
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a eu .trophication bas ed ,water ; quality ·-':°odel to assess 

fpr purposes ot this _ .paper wa~ bot:h _techn:~cally 

infeasible and beyond the scope of present effort. However, as subsequently 
' : 

described, preliminary modeling computations were performed to place an initial 

perspective on the feasibility of outfall relocation as - a management . . option: 
• • ♦ .. ' 

For this purpose, simplified modeling computations were performed utilizing the 

following strategy: 

It was assumed for computatiopal purposes th~t - ··cotal nitrogen 

discharges behave as conserva _tive s~bsta~ces in the receiving water. 

Eutrophi~ation kinetics and .. dissolved oxygen respons _es were not 

considered. 

In the receivi _ng wat ·er models used (as 5:ubsequent:ly de _~_cribed), 

hypo ,thetica1. loadings of a conservative substance -~~re . inp!,lt: _ for 
1 , • • •• 

selected STPs ,n~_ar · existing outfa,11 locatiox:i,s , The , re~eiv~ng ~ater 

response to the conse~ative loading was then computed throu~out the 
. , . . .· · 

study area, . including the critical Western Narrows area ·of . Long Island 

Sound. 

• Additional model computations were performed with the conservative 

loadings • for the ~ selected STPs : relocated to alternative discharge 

positions. The re teiv ing water .response . to . the relocated conservative 

loading was re~omputed throughout the study area. 

From the previous step, the response of conservative substance 

concentration in the Western Narrows produced by the mass load~n g from 

the selected STPs could be related to discharge (outfall) loc ation. 

The objective was to determine, as ·possible, the length of outfall 

relocation required to produce a 50 percent and 75 percen t reduction 

in the concentration of conservative substan~e at the critical We stern 

Narro"1's location as . compared to the base case (existing outf a ll 

pos i t ion) . On a preliminary b a sis, i t would be assumed that the 

relocated outf a ll positions which pr oduc e a SO percent and 75 p ercent 

HydroGu al, In c . 
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·concentration reduction · at the critical loc ·acion are the technical 

equivalents of mid level and high level nitrogen reductions considered 

in the Status Report (LISS 1990). 

It is emphasized that the ~oregoing --~;sum ption is made for preliminary 

assessment purp _oses on~y. Reduci~g the nitrogen concentrations at the critical 

location by a glyen percentage from outfall relocation may not have the same 
-

effect on _ di ss olved oxygen as the same percentage reduction of loads by 

nitrogen removal. If outfall relocation appears ·co be a potentially effective 

matl.8:gem~n~ option, then a more detailed analysis with a eutrophication model 

using dissolved oxygen as the equivalence indicator is warranted. 

In order to pe;rform a preliminary assessment of the concept of outfall 

relocation as an alternative to .nitrogen removal, two groups of loadings were 

selected fot; evaluation: . ic;;adi~g~ t~ th~. East River from New York . City 
. -

treatm ent plants , and loadin~s to Long Island Sound from Westchester Count:y. 

East River Disch arges 

The New York City Department of Environmental Protection {NYCDEP) operates 

six STPs which discharge treated effluents to the East River proper (Table 1): 

Red Hook, Newtown. Creek, _lfards Island, Bowery Bay, Hunts Point and Tallman 

Island. The total nitrogen .,. discharges from these plants were almost 80 percent 

of the total of all STPs discharging to th e study area (Battery to Block 

Island) during the 1988 . and 1989 fi e ld program. This fact · should not be 

construed to mean that the East: River dis charges, therefore, cause 80 percen t 

of th e dissolved oxygen depression at the critical location as caused by all 

STP di sc hargC?s. The actual effe ct of any nitrogen discharg e or group of 

loadings depends upon th e mass input, but also on proximity to th e proble m area 

an d the receiving water concentration dis t ribut ion pro duce d by the load( s) as 

aff ec ted by transport , dilution an d other kin etic and transf er factors. The 

pro por tional effect of the East River discharges on dissolve d oxygen in th e 

Western Narrows as compare d to that cau sed by all STP discharges is l ess than 

t he proport i onal share of ni trogen mass input . Never theless, East River 

Hydr o Gu a I, I nc. 
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discharges have a significant share of the total STP impact on "dissolved oxygen 

in the western sound and were selected for illustrative analysis. 

As shown on Figure 1, East River discharges are distributed along the 

length of the w_aterway from the Battery to Throgs Neck. The purpose of the 

present analysis is not to perform a plant by plant evaluation of each of these 
' . 

discharges but rather to provide a broad initial overview and assessment of 

outfall . relocation. A detailed analysis would likely consider upper East 

River discharges (Yards Island to Tallman Island) separately from lower East 

River discharges. However, for preliminary modeling purp~ses , it is assumed 

that all East River discharges enter the river at Wards Island, the approximate 

mid point. 

Modeling Procedures. The engineering alternative which would appear 

practical and effective with regard to reducing the impact of -~t · Rive~
0

loads 
' • • • • I : ; • • • 

on the w~stern ~oun~ is to relocate these discharges away from the c~itical 

location and toward the ocean. The concept is to make these loadings less 

proximate to the western sound while perhaps affording the · discharges greater 

transport and dilution than at present. The LIS 2.0 modeling 'framework is not 

adequate for this purpose as its western boundary is located at the Battery. 

For purposes of this preliminary analysis , NYCDEP authorized application of 
;. . . 

the . New York Harbor 208 Yat~ Quality Model (HydroQual 1984, Hydroscience 1978) 

shown on Figure 6. Due to the extended spatial domai~ _of the model, East River 

loadings could be relocated to a number of alternative p·ositions toward the 

harbor entrance. The model provides seasonal steady-state computations and has 

two vertical layers in the East River and Hudson River above the ·Battery . The 

model has inferred circulation deduced from salinity di s tributions and has 

received extensive calibration for salinity, dissolved oxygen, coliform 

bacteria and other water qua li ty variables. 

As noted, the 208 Model has inferred circulation patterns esti mated fr om 

sa linity distributions. In this vers i on, it has be en assumed that no net 

tidally averaged flow exists in th e East River in eit her direction. Recent 

Hyd roG u a l, In c . 
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detailed hydrodynamic calcul a tions (H1dr0Qual 1991) have shown that a 

characteristic two-layer estuarine circulation pattern (schematically sh~wn on 

Figure 7) exists in the East River. It is estimated that the long term tidally 

averaged flow in the ~pper layer of the East River is directed toward the sound 

at a rate of 230 cubic meters/second and, in the lower layer, toward the harbor 

at 330 cubic meters/second. Therefore, the net long term tidally averaged flow 

integrated vertically in the water column at Throgs Neck is estimated to be 

from sound to harbor at approximately 100 cubic meters/second. Inclusion of 

chis net flow into the 208 Model would require model recalibration, an effort 

. beyond the present scope. The 208 Model was , therefore, applied without this 

net tidally averaged flow. It 1:5 expected, however, chat results will still be 

informative for initial assessments . 

Modeling Results. The , . 208 Model .. was •. applied as follows. Various Model 

inputs (freshwater inflows, rainfall, . etc.) were assigned for average summer 

conditions. A mass of conservative substance (as a surrogate for total 

nitrog en) was input into the East River at Yards Island as representative of 

the East River discharges in general. All other loads within the model domain 

were assigned as zero. The mass discharge . was arbitrarily assigned to produce 

a peak concentration of 1.0 mg/1 at the discharge location. It was as s umed 

that the concentration of conservative . substance would be reduced to zero by 

dilutional factors at the boundaries of the model and boundaries conditions .. . 
were so assigned. The "model was executed for the base case and the 

concentration of conservative material calculated throughout the model domain. 

The same mass loading was then input at other locations in · New York Harbor, as 

shown on Figure 8, and the model re-executed to calculate th e s y s tem 

s ens itivity to di s charge location s . 

th e s ensitivity calculation ar e : 

The alternative loca t ions considered for 

t:he lower East River, the Uppe r Bay , th e 

Na rr ows and th e Lower Bay near th e Sandy Hook-Rockaway Tran s ec t. 

Mode l i ng r e su l t s a re pre se nte d on Figur es 10 throu gh 14 for th e f iv e 

di s posal l ocat io ns cons idered. On ea ch di ag ram, s pat i a l conc en trati on 

di st r ibut i ons of co ns erv a t iv e s ubs tan ce a r e p lo t te d fo r var ious wat e rway s on a 

mi l eage sca l e i n acc or dance wi t h t r ans ec ts shown on Fi gure 9 . 

HydroG.u a l, In c . 
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Observation of the results shown on Figures 10 through 14 indicates a 

progressive reduction of concentration values in the East River (milepoints o 
to 15) and western Long Island Sound (milepoint .s 15 to 30) as the load is 

succe .ssively relocated away from the sound and toward the ocean. The peak 

concentration in the East River for the base case of discharge at Wards Island 

is 1.0 mg/1 (Figure 10) which is reduced to less than 0.1 mg/1 for discharge to 

the Lower Bay (Figure 14). 

Of particular interest .. is the sensitivity of the concentration at the 

critical location in the western sound (milepoint 20 - the Western Narrows) to 

changes in discharge !~cation ;, F_'iguz:e 15 ~s a summary of the calculated 

concentrations at milepo~nt · 20 as ·a function of outfall location. The top 

panel presents actual calculated conce~tration values . at milepoint 20 which are 

then normalized to the base case (Wards Island discharge) on the bottom panel. 

It is observed that relocation of the ~ssumed l~~d to the lower East River site 

produced a 50 percent ·];'ed',lction · in concentration at i:nilepoint 20 and that 

re ·location to the Upper Bay produces a 90 percent reduction. These results 

suggest that relocation of load out of the East River can significantly alter 

the impacts of these loads on water quality in the western sound. 

Examination of · Figures 10 through 14 also indicates that while 

concentrations are sharply ,reduced in the East River and western sound as a 
;. 

result of load relocation, concentrations are increased in other portions of 

the harbor. For example, relocating the assumed discharge at Wards Island to 

the Upper Bay lowers East River concentrations by an average factor of 

approximately 10, lowers Harlem River concentrations by an average factor of 

approximately S, but increases concentrations (due to this load) in the Upper 

Bay, Kills, Raritan Bay and Jamaica Bay by a factor of approximately 2. Thus, 

these results indicate a tenfold reduction in East River and western sound 

concentrations (caused by the assigned load) can be produced by outf a ll 

relocation at the expense of a twofold increase in concentration (c aused by the 

ass igned load) in other lo cations of the harbor. 
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It is to be noted that ~he actual significanc~ of increased concentrations 

in various parts of the harbor resulting from poten~ially relocated East Riv er 

loads can only be fully assessed in a compre~ensive analysis which considers 

all loads to th e harbor. For example, although the eff ec t of relocated East 
. .. , 

River lQads cou_ld increase the fraction of a pollutant concentration due to 

East River loads by a factor of 2, th e East River loading impact, in comparison 

to impact s from other harbor loads, could be relatively minor. Hence, any 

potential in c rea se in pollutant concentration caused by load relocation must be 

compared to existing concentrations a s produced by a ll loads. 

lle stc hest er County Discharges 

. The _foregoing analysis indicates that relocation of loads out of the Eas t 

River ,toward the ocean has technical merit in terms of reducing pollutan t 

concentrations in the Wes tern Narrows of Long _Island Sound. In this section , 

the efficacy of relocating loads on the oth er sid e of the Wes~ern Narrows to 

the east toward central Long Islan4 So~d is examined. 

Four Wes tche ster County d~scharges w~re selected for th e illustrative 

analysis: New Rochelle, Mamaroneck, Blind Brook and Port Chester (Table 1). 

Thes e plant s have a combined effluent: flow of approximately 30 million 

gallons/da y and r epres ent in excess of 3 per ce nt of the total nitrogen lo adin g 

to the sound from all S1'-Ps. Although this lo ading may appear to be a 

relatively ·small fraction of the total input, th ~se dis <:harges are in the 

immediate vicinity of the stressed ar ea of the wes tern sound and preliminary 

analysis in dica t es that discharges in thi s region have somew~at more of an 

impact on dissolved oxygen at the c ritical locat ion per pound of nitrogen 

rele ased .than more re mote discharges. 

As sho wn on Figure 1, the fo ur West chester County discharges are located 

within a zone of app roximately 8 mile s on th e north e rn shore lin e of the sound 

immedia tely t o th e west of th e Connecticut sta te line. For pu rposes of this 

analysis, it will be assumed th at all treat ed effluent from thes e plant s wil l 

be colle ct ed and co nveyed on-sho re to t he vi c in i ty of th e Mamaroneck STP f or 

disch arge and possible relocation. 
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Modeling Procedure. The model of choice co evaluate, in a pr e limin ary 

manner, the efficacy of relocation of the Westchester County dfscharges is LIS 

2.0, as illustrated on Figure 2. The spatial domain ~f LIS 2.0 readily allows 

for examination of Westchester load relocation to the east, toward central Long 

Island Sound. For purposes of this analy~is and consistency with the East 

River load evaluation, t:he .Westchester Co~ty loads were considered ·· to be 

conservative substances. 

Modeling Results. The LIS 2.0 model was applied as follows . The various 

model inputs (freshwater inflows , estuarine two-layer circulation, etc . ) were 

assigned as determined for t:he LIS 2. 0 calibration period (April 1988 to 

September 1989). A mass of conservative substance (as a surrogate for total . . . 

nitrogen) was input into model segment: W3 (Figure 2) as representative of the 

Westchester County discharges. The mass discharge . was arbitrarily assigned to 

produce a peak concentration of l. 0 mg/1 at the discharge for ease of 

reference. It was assumed that t:he concentration of conservative substance at 

the boundaries of the model from these loads would be reduced ·co zero by 

external dilution · processes .and boundary conditions were so assigned. The 

model was executed for the base case and the concentration of conservative 

material was calculated throughout the model domain. The same mass loading was 

then input at other locations in Long Island Sound as shown on Figure 16 an d 

the model re - executed to calculate the system sensitivity to discharg e 

location. The alternative ~~scharge positions were considered to be located in 

mode l segments ENl, EN2, EN3, WBl, WB2 and WB3 (Figure 16). In all cases, it 

was assumed that an effectively operat~ng diffuser manifold was in place at the 

terminal location of the outfall so that the effluent would reach the surface, 

even under conditions of high density stratification. Al though effluent 

nutrients would thus be placed in surface waters and, therefore, immedi a tely 

ava i l able for phytoplankton growth, positioning such nutrients in surf ace 

wa t e r s to th e east .of the cr~tical area would take advantage of the exist i ng 

e s tuarine circulation (Figure 7) and tr ansport materials away from the problem 

are a . 
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Modelin g results for thre e of th e alternative discharge locations are 

compared to the base case on Figure 17. Spatial conc entration distributions of 

conservative substance as calculated for May 1989, the beginning of the summer 

algal bloom, are presented on a mileage scale, distance fro _m the Battery. 

Concentration distributions are presented as calculated in both the upper and 

lower layers of the LIS 2.0 model. The peak concentration in the upper l ayer 

for the base case of 1 . 0 mg/1 is progressively reduced as the load is relocated 

eastward toward the central sound. For the ~aximum r e location considered, 

discharge to WB3 30 miles to the east, the peak conce ntr ation is reduced only 

to approximately 0.5 mg/1, presumably by additional dilution from the two layer 

estuarine circulation pattern (Figure 7). 

Figure 18 shows the concentration response in ·model Segment \m2 (the 

critical Western Narrows iocation) for the various location alternatives. The 

top panel presents actua l calculated concentration values in Segment YN2 for 

the various relocation alternatives. The top panel presents actual calculated 

concentration values in ·: Segment ·YN2 which are · then normalized to the base case 

{discharge to Segment YN3) on the bottom panel. It is observed that in order 

to reduce the Western Narrows concentration which results from this load by 50 

percent, an outfall relocation of more than 15 miles to the east is required . 

Further, these results suggest that in order to reduce the Western Narrows 

concentration from this load by 75 percent, an outfall relocation of greater 

than 30 miles would be requir~d. 

The reductions in concentration in the Wester n Narrows as a result of 

outfall relocation toward the central sound indicate that fairly extensive 

distances are r equired to produce desired levels of re sponse . It is considered 

that the e stuarine circulation pattern which exists in Long Island Sound 

(Figure 7) is resp ons ible for the attenuated r esponse. Pollutant inputs to t he 

upper laye r are transported eastward away from the critical area. However, 

vertical dispersion processes gradually mix the surface and lower layers and 

so me of th e pollutant material is transported in th e· lo~ er layer in a westerly 

direction back toward the discharge and the critical area. Becaus e of this 

trapping and recycling of material, reloca tion of loads t o the ea s t toward the 

HydroGu e l, Inc. 
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central sound do not produce as pronounced a reduction in concentrations values 

in the Western Narrows as otherwise might be expected. 

It ls noted that much of the results and discussion presented here is based 

upon preliminary circulation patterns as established by calibration of LIS 2.0 

with observed salinity and temperature date. All results should be considered 

tentative until final evaluation of estuarine circulation patterns with the 

hydrodynamic component of LIS 3.0 are completed. 

ENGINEERING AND COST- CONSIDERATIONS 

The illustrative results of 'the ·foregoing section indicate t:hat ·.relocation 

of th~ East Rlv~r loads (fiom the assumed Yards I~land location) -··toward the 

harbor . entrance and rel~catlon of Yestchest:er County lo~ds on the or~er of 15 

to 30 miles toward the central sound ·would reduce the concentration in the 

critical area of , ·the western ' sound by 50 to 75 percent ·or more·, the same order 

of reduction whi~h may· be ·considered for mid level and high level nitrogen 

removal at municipal treatment plants. However, the concept of outfall 

relocation to control hypoxia in western Long Island Sound is· a viable 

alternative to nitrogen removal only to the extent that it is feasible in the 

engineering sense and cost competitive. The feasible engineering approaches 

which are considered in this analysis by which to develop first estimates of 

the order of magnitude of coits associated with outfall relocation are: (1) a 

deep tunnel for relocation of the East River loads and (2) a submarine outfall 

pipeline for relocation of Westchester County loads. 

East River Discharges 

The construction of a deep tunnel to convey East River loads to new 

potential disposal locations was considered to have substantial merit as a 

relocation alternative. Tunneling technology has progressed to the point where 

it is quite feasible and cost competitive in comparison · to other conveyance 

alternatives. In this potential application, tunnel construction: (1) can 

produce a sin gle conduit which is sufficiently large to accommodate all East 

HydroGual, inc. 
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River STP discharges, (2) t akes _ advantage of loc a l geote chnical f eat ur es 

(bedrock); (3) causes min~~al surface disruption on water and land, (4) may 

have application for other use s , e.g., retention of combined sewage , and (5) i s 

. r e latively easy to accomplish .with pre~ent day technology. 

The an~lysis of relocation of t:he Ea$t 'River discharges (from the assum ed 

- Wards Island central disposal location) as summarized on Figure 15, indi cates 

that Wes tern Narrows concentrations produced by these loads can be reduced by 

approximately 50 percent by relocating the loading to the lower East River, a 

d is tanc e of approximat ely 5 miles . However, such a relocation is not: likely to 

ma terially improv e water quality conditions in the East River proper . 

Consequ~n ,~l~, ,J ._t · .is assume~ / ~ha~ ~f 1:?e ~onc _ep~ . of the East River load 

relocation . ,is to be c:;onsi_dered viable, _t:he re~ults should be water quality 

improvement . in the Eas .. t River _as we_ll ~s western Long Island Sound . 

Consequently, the alternatiye relocation scenario which potential improves both 
. . ·~. . : : . 

East . River conditions as .well as Long Island Sound as compared to the base cas e 

is · conveyance t _o · the Upper Bay (Figures 10 and 12) . 

The pr e li~in a ry modeling a nalysis described previously assumed that all 

East River _. loads were effectively discharging at ·wards Island . However , for a 

preliminary order of magnitude cost analysis, the actual physical location of 

the East River STPs is considered. It is assum ed that a deep tunnel will be 

constructed to collect effl,uent beginning at the easternmost STP in the Eas t 

River , Ta llman I s land, and . then be routed along the East River to coll ect othe r 

STP discharges as · sho'W'Il on Figure 19. The tunnel would then be extended as 

necessary to t erminate at a selected disposal location . Three s uch ext ens i ons 

ar e shown schemat i cally on the dia gram. For pr elimina ry costing estimat es , t he 

followin g tunnel l engths are assum ed from Tallma n I s l and to th e pot ential 

terminal poin ts : Upper Bay, 15 mile s ; the Narrows, 20 mile s ; and the harbor 

en t r anc e a t th e Sandy Hook-Rockaway Point tran s ect, 25 mil es . 

The prelimi nary t unne l pl an and co s t e s ti ma te s ar e bas ed on t:he fol l owin g : 
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Collect:ion and conveyance of all treatment P.lant discharges in t:he 

East: River: Tallman Island, Bowery Bay, Hunts Point, Wards Island, 

Newtown Creek, Red Hook. 

• Assumed effluent flow rates: _1,100 million gallons/day (dry weather), 

2,200 million gallons/day (wet -weather). 

Tunnel size: assume constant 22 foot diameter finished tunnel for 

entire length (actual diameter · will vary as effluel_!~ is collected) 

const:ruct:ed by tunnel boring machine. 

• Tunnel depth: 300 feet ~o 600 feet deep ·in competent bedrock sloping 

downward toward ch~ terminal location. 

-,. 
' .. 

• Tunnel compone11t:s: . ·, 
"• 

3 40 foot diameter workshafts 

8 10 foot diameter drops~afts with s":'rge tanks 

l - 20 foot diameter riser and header ·,.: · 

1 multi-port: diffuser system · .. . 
6 effluent pumping stations (total of 2;200 million gallons/day). 

Preliminary order of magnitude cost estimates were developed for the foregoing 

plan and included provisi~ · for miscellaneous equipment requirements, power 

during construction, contingency, engineering, administrative and legal fees. 

Table 3 presents the preliminary estimated capital costs for tunnels .with 

various terminal points and th e resulting estimated concentration reduction of 

conservative substance in the W'estern Narrows. The estimated cost (New York 

St8:te Department of Environmental Conservation [NYSDEC] 1991) for nitrogen 

removal by advanced treatment at the East Riv e r plants is pre s en t ed for 

comparis on. 
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TABLE 3. PRELIMINARY CAPITAL COST SUMMARY 
(MILLIONS OF 1991 DOLLARS) 

Outfall Tunnel Nitrogen Removal 
Length % Reduct:ion(l) Cost Level X Remova l Cost 

15 Miles 90 $3,000 Mid so $5,800 
20 Miles 92 $3,500 High 72 $7,000 
25 Miles 95 $4,000 

(1) of conservative material in the Western Narrows due to relocation of East 
River load s assumed · to be located at Yards Island (Figure 15). 

Table 3 indicates that the ,urious · outfall . tunnel . ,.alternatives which caus e 

a 90 to 95 percent concentration reduction in the Western Narrows appear to 

compare favorably on a capital costs basis with ~dvanced nitroge~ removal of 50 

to 72 percent at the treatment plants . Although opera.tio~ and maintenance 

costs for the tunnel have not be estimated, it is exp _ected that such cost s 

would ~lso ·comp~re ·favo _r~l?ly with those for .adv anced treatment. 

It must be emphasized that all estimated costs are highly preliminary in 

nature and are presented for fir~t comparisons only. Ii:i addition, th e 

following points are noted reg ar ding the outfall tunnel alternative: 

The plan consid er e4 above as s umes int erce ption and conveyance of all 
• 

East River load s . Other viable alternatives which may be considered 

are interception and relocation of selected East River loads only, 

e.g. the upper East River loads (Yards Island, Hunts Point, Bowery 

Bay, Tallman I s l and). 

An alternative which may be considered to tunnel construction is 

extending existing outfalls along the bottom of the East River to the 

various potential terminal poin ts . This alternative, however, which 

involves extensive marine construction, is likely to be expensive and 

disruptive. 
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Issues which r emain to be eva lua ted include sediment and solids 

deposition in the tunnel structure, marine construction de ta i ls of the 

riv e r section of the tunnel, detailed tunnel hydraulics and s urg e tank 

evaluations, geology along . the tunnel route, and the possibility of 

i~ _tegrating combined · sewer overflow ·(CSO) retention facilities into 

the tunnel system . 

Notwithstanding the for e g~ing qualifications, it -i s considered on a 

preliminary basis that outfall r e location of the East River lo ads by tunnel is 

a viable alternative for control of hypoxia in western Long Island Sound. 

Wes tch ester County Discharges 

The engineering alternative which was considered most viable for relocation 

of the Westchester County discharges was construction of a submarine outfall 

pipeline. The .basic approach herein for relocation of th~se discharges 

consists of consolidating ·individual treatment plant disch a rges at a 

centralized point on-shore and then conveying thes e flows to various potenti al 

terminal points to the east toward central Long Island Sound. In accordance 

with the results shown ·on Figure 18, outfall l engths to 30 mil es must be 

considered in order to produc e the r equired response in th e Western Narrows -· 

In this illustrative plan, preliminary cost estimates a re ba se d on th e 

following: 

Collection and conveyance of four Yestchester County treatment plant 

discharges: New Roch e lle, Mamaroneck, Blind Brook and Por t Chest e r -

total design flow approxi mately 45 million gallons/day. 

Construction of on-shore sewers , eff lu ent pumping s ta t ions, and 

associated appu rt enances as nee ded to conv ey e f fl ue nt flows to a 

central point in the vicinity of Mamar oneck. 

Construction of a 72 inch di ameter s ubmarine p i pe l ine from Mamaroneck 

to various termi nal points in Long Island Sound req uirin g l engths fr om 

5 miles to 30 miles (Figure 16). 
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Construction of a diffuser using a design to force penetration of the 

pycnocline and place the effluent in the surface layer. 

Trench excavation, backfilling. rock excavation, pile bedding, 

concreting and pipe support foundations ·as needed (Figure 20). 

Preliminary order of magnitude cost estimates were developed for the 

foregoing plan including contingency. engineering, administrative and legal 

fees. Table 4 presents a summary of t:he preliminary estimated costs for 

outfall relocation to . various ·terminal points and estimated concentration 

reductions of conservative substance in the ·Yestern Narrows. The estimated 

costs (NYSDEC 1991) for nit:rbgen removal by advanced · treatment of the 

Westchester County plants is presented for comparison. 

Length 

5 Miles 
10 Miles 
15 Miles 
20 Miles 
30 Miles 

TABLE 4. PRELIMINARY CAPITAL COST SUMMARY 
(MILLIONS OF 1991 DOLL\RS) 

Outfall Pipeline 
% Reduction(l) 

25 
40 
50 
55 
70 

Cost 

$158 
$277 
$395 
$514 
$751 

Nitrogen Removal 
Level % Removal 

Mid 50 

High 72 

Cost 

$224 

$276 

(1) of conservative material in the Yeste ·rn Narrows due to relocation of 
Westchester County loads assumed to be located in LIS 2 ·.0 model segment 
(YN3) (Figure 18). 

Table 4 indicates that the costs for outfall pipeline lengths of 15 miles 

and 30 miles which appear to be necessary to attain required concentration 

reductions in the ~estern Narrows do not compare favorably with estimated costs 

for nitrogen remova l by advanced tre atme nt. Operation and maintenance cost 

considerations could make the comparison somewhat more favorable. However, it 

is noted that the estimated costs for nitro ge n removal by advanced tr ea tmen t 

are on the high end of the working engineering ran ge. Lower tr ea tment cost s 

would make the cos t comparison even more unfavorable fo r outfall relocation. 
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It is emphasized t~at all estimated costs are highly preliminary in nature 

-and presented for first comparisons only. In addition, the following points 

are noted regarding the outfall pipeline alternative: 

The preliminary plan assumed that the outfall pipeline would be 

constructed almost entirely off-shore. Some savings could possibly be 

realized by constructing the conveyance line on-shore as far as 

possible and then into the sound as necessary in order to minimize 

marine construction. However, this would involve crossing state and 

other jurisdictional boundaries . thus limiting political acceptability. 

• - ' --·The cost estimate·, for .. ·the ',preliminary outfall relocation plan must be 

._._,._, considered as uncertain due to ·a number of factors: lack of detailed 

geotechnical data on-shore and underwater; basic assumptions regarding 

-land· access, · sewer -routing, water depths, piling requirements; and 

lack of information regarding permitting restrictions, ·utility 

interferences, etc. 

• The preliminary plan assumed relocation of the Westchester County 

discharges to ·the east. No consideration was given to possible 

relocation to the west and conveyance to a potential East River 

tunnel. 

·Notwithstanding the foregoing, the preliminary analysis conducted as 

described indicates that relocation of outfalls from the Westchester County 

discharges does not appear to be a cost effective alternative to nitrogen 

removal by advanced treatment. 

BENEFITS OF OUTFALL RELOCATION 

The analyses performed for this paper indicate, on a preliminary basis, 

that relocation of East River discharges to a zone between the Upper and Lower 

New York Bays appears to be a cost effective alternative to nitrogen removal at 

sewage treatment plants to alleviate hypoxia in western Long Island Sound. 
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Relocation of Westchester County discharg es toward the central sound (and by 

·inference other loadings on Long Island and in Connecticut) does not app ear to 

be cost effective for this purpose. Consequently, the potential ben e fit s 

associated with outfall relocation are · discussed primarily for the East River 

·load relocation alternative. 

The potential benefits which may be realized by • relocation of th e Eas t 

River outfalls are . summarized as follows. 

' Improved Dis so lved Oxygen in West e rn Long I sla nd Sound 

The primary objective of the ·outfall relocation is ·to -improve dis so lve d 

oxygen in the western sound. The preliminary analysis would suggest that 

dissolved oxygen in - th e western · sound can :be improved at least to th e same 

extent, it not a g.reater · degree, ._ by _ relocation of ,the East River loa ds as 

describ ed - as would result from nitrogen removal at the sewage treatment plants. 

Improved Dis so lved Oxygen in the Eas t River 

An atte ndant benefit of relocating loads out of the East River would be to 

improve dissolved oxygen conditions in that waterway. It is estimated that 

approximately 35 percent of the dissolved oxygen depression which exi:sts at 

pr ese nt in the East River ptoper i s th e result of instream oxidation of or gan i c 

c·arbonaceous materials (biochemical oxygen demand (BOD]) discharged from the 

sewage treatment plants. Relocation of East River loads would alleviate this 

depression in the East River . . In addition, dissolved oxygen conditions in the 

variou s East River tributaries, Newtown Creek, Flushing Bay _and Creek, Bronx 

River, Pugsley Creek and Westche ste r Creek, and the Hutchinson River woul d be 

improved to t he ex tent th at wat e r quality conditions in those areas are 

affected by tidal exc han ge with the East River pr ope r. In addition, . the effect 

of the planned r eac tivation of the Gowanus Canal flushing tunnel would be 

enh anced by recirculation of water ( from the vic init y of the Brooklyn Navy 

Yard) of higher di sso lv ed oxy gen con te nt. 
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Reduction of Toxics Concentrations in the East: River 

An investi -gation is presently in progress within the New York - New Jersey 

Harbor Estuary Program to ,identify problem • toxic metals_ which exist in the 

harbor and ·adjacent ·waters . and ·.•perform waste .load allocations as required. To 

the ·extent that ·any toxic metals problem is identifi~d within the East River, 

outfall relocation will reduce such concentrations. Even if applicable 

standards are not contravened, reloc atio n of the large volume of East River 

loads to other areas of greater ·assimilation .. c;:,apacity will reduce potential 

toxicant conc entration values in the East River proper. The concentration of 

trace metals, problem organics . and residual chlorine ( from eff luen t 

· disinfection) will be so . reduc~d. Any _toxic effects of East River discharges 

on the western sound would :also be . mitigated. 

Potential Reduction of CSO Impacts 

It: is possible that · construct"ton of an East River tunnel could be . designed 

in such a manner to permit integration of control facilities for CSOs. The 

NYCDEP is currently conducting city-wide studies (NYCDEP) to determine those 

facilities which are require~ for CSO control. It is possible that the concept 

of an East River tunnel could be integrated into the East River and Inner 

·Harbor CSO Facility Plans currently in progress. One concept would be to 

oversize the tunnel to acQommodate CSO flows and to use the tunnel during 
~ . 

rainfall events exclusively for retention of CSO whil e discharging treatment 

plant effluents . at current locations. The retained CSO volume would then b e 

conveyed to a CSO treatment facility for processing. These are operational 

considerations requiring detailed engineering eval uatio ns. To the extent that 

integration of CSO control facilities is possible with the outfall twmel, 

attendant .water quality benefits would include reduction of total and fecal 

coliform bacteria (and pathogen) concentrations in the East River and control 

of floatable ma terials. There will also be some additional beneficial effect 

on Ea st Riv er dissolved oxyg e n levels. Any effects of East River CSO 

discharges on the west er n sound would also be mi tig ated. 
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Improved Habitat fo r Living Ma rin e Resou rce s 

As discuss~d. relocation of STP· discharges by construction of an outfall 

tunnel could have multiple water qu:ality benefits in western Long Islan~ ~ound 

and the East River. ·The genera\ improvement : in water .quality in both , location s 

in terms of improved dissolved oxygen and . reduction in the concentration of 

potential toxicants -would presumably enhance the environment for fish, 

shellfish and benthic communities. 

Conserve Capital Resources 

The · preliminary analysis indicates that tunnel construction- for outfall 

relocation compares vary favorably on a .cost basis with nitrogen removal by 

advanced treatment. It is possible that substantial capital and operational 

and maintenance resources could be saved using this alte~tive, .or _: perhaps 

redirected · toward other pressing environmental matters (e.g.• sludge 

management, STP upgrad es , CSO control, toxics · reduction , water supply, air 

quality, etc.). 

POTENTIAL ADVERSE IMPACTS 

The large scale relocation of loads from the East River to an alternative 

di~posal location may refult in adverse impacts which are summarized as 

follows. 

Adverse ~ater Quality Impact s at New Discharge Location 

\.lhil e relocation of loads will •imp.rove water quality conditions in Long 

Island Sound and the East River, some level of degradation will occur at the 

selected di sc harg e location. Dis s olved oxygen will be dec re ased and 

concentr a tions of potential toxics will be increased by some amount. The 

op erat iv e qu estion is: wha t is the comparison (trade-off) of improv eme n ts in 

the western sound and in the East River a s compar e d to degr adation at the si te 

of re lo cation? It i s jud ged from v er y preliminary calculations th a t the 

compa ris on is favorable to relocation. Tidally induced ci r culation, dispersion 
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and other transport processes are much gr ·eater in · the Upper and Lower Bay 

potential disposal zones than in the East . River. It appear:,. that changes in 

water quality at the alternative disposal location,s could be relatively small 
. ' 

in comparison t:o existing conditions . Construction of an effective ' large scale 

multi-port diffuser system would be required to minimize .impacts: . 

Introduction of Additional Pollutant Load into Hudson River Circulation 
.. .. , ·--

Relocation of East River loads to the Upper or Lower .Bays could introduce 

pollutants into the estuarine circulation of the Hudson River (similar to the 

Long Island Sound circulation shown on Figure 7). Any pollutants·entering the 
. . ; . . . 

lower layer would be transpor:~ed up into the Hudson .. River with . the tidally 

averaged flow along the bottom .for some .di~tan~e before being mixed with the 

surface layer ( downstr~am) i flow. This ' potent!~~ . impact can ; be. mitigated to 

some extent by design of the diffuser field -~t the terminal point:· of ·the tunnel 

to cause the diiuted ~ffluent •;to rise to" ' th~ ~urface ·, even during periods of 
' . 

strong density stratification . 

Increased Nutrient Flux to New York Bight and Raritan Bay 

The New York Bight Restoration Plan (U.S . Environmental Protection Agency 

1989) is currently sponsoring an · investigation to ·assess the impact of the flux 

of nutrient materials from New York~ New Jersey Harbor on recurrent hypoxia in 

New York Bight. It is possible that relocation of the East River loads to the 

Upper or Lower Bay will increase the total flux of nutrient materials from 

harbor to bight by some amount. Any potential increase in hypoxia in the big ht 

should be compared with improved dissolved oxygen in the western sound and East 

River. The effect of relocated nutrient loads on eutrophic conditions in 

Raritan Bay should also be assessed. 

Advers e Impac ts a t Ocean Bea ches 

Rel oca t i on of di sc ha r ges from t he Ease Rive r t o the inner ha rbor will bring 

s uch l oad in gs c los e r co ocean bea ch es (Stat en Island, Coney Is land , Rari t an 
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Bay, Rockaway and Sandy Hook) . The principal concern would be pot ent ial 

increased pa~~ogenic contamination. This potential impact, how~~er, is 

mitigated by disinfection of treatment plant effluents which is now practiced 

year- round . Co~sequently. increases in coliform bacteria concentrations at 
. .. 

these beaches due to STP load relocation is expected to be minor. The 

effectiveness of disinfection on reduction of actual pathogens as compared to 

coliform bacteria is an issue to be addressed. Potential bacterial incr ea ses 

at ocean beache s resulting from incorporation of CSOs into t:he tunnel plan 

would be mitigated by treatment and disinfection. 

Disruption of Habitat near the Diffuser Field 

Construction of the diffuser field at t:he selected terminal point will 

alter t:he hab~tat of the benthic community in t:he affected area. An. additional 

closure ··zone for shell fishing may also be necessitated. However, the terminal 
. . 

point . is not likely to be situated in waters eit:her classified or used for 

shellfishing. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Other factors which deserve consideration in th e evaluation ~f the efficacy 

of outfall relocation include t:he following. 

Public Acceptance 

The con ce pt of load relocation to initiate water quality impacts · resulting 

from treatment pl ant dischar ges may not be acceptable to members of the public 

who believe tha t pollutant load reduction by tr eat ment is the preferable 

procedure. 

Enhancement/Reduction of Primary Productivity 

Opinion has been expressed (MSRC 1991) that outfall relocation could 

adversely eff ect primary pr oductivity and fi s herie s in Long Island Sound and 
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enhance productivity in New York Bight. Regarding the sound, a~y outfall 

relocation would be designed to have approximately the same effect as nitrogen 

removal at treatment plants. Consequently. the issue of productivity changes 

is not specific to the c~ncept of outfall relocation and, therefore, is an 

issue for the LISS in general. The trade-offs between possible increased 

hypoxia and improved productivity in the bight is an issue for the Bight 

Restoration Plan. 

Altered Harbor Circulation 

The potential relocation of large volumes of freshwater (STP flows) 

entering New York Harbor could alter harbor circulation patterns, particularly 

·in the East River and in the Upper Bay - Lower Bay - Hudson River complex. 

Such freshwater flow added directly to the Hudson system could reduce salinity 

intrusion by some amount, particularly during low river flows, thus affecting 

habitats. Any reduced salinity intrusion; however, by this means could 
. . . . ' 

mi~igate the impact that potential upstream wi~~rawals for water supply might 

have on advancing the salt _ front. Changes in East River circulation could 

alter the interaction of the East River and western Long Island Sound. 

Intermittent Discharge 

The concept: of discha32ging treatment plant effluents only during that 

portion of the tidal cycle which would transport effluents away from the 

western sound is somewhat similar in principle to load relocation. The 

principal effect is to relocate the discharge(s) downstream (away) from the 

critical area by some portion of the tidal excursion. However, during the 

period of active discharge, the required effluent flow ~ate is twice the normal 

value. Storage facilities at the treatment plants would be required. Space at 

the East River treatment plants is generally limited. Deep tunnels could be 

considered. However, the effluent storage volume required for this approach is 

on the order of that required for the tunneling scheme. 
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RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL STUDIES 

On t:he has is of t:his preliminary analysis, t:he · concept: of outfall 

relocation appears to be a cost-effective alternative t:o advanced treatment at . . . 

the East ~iver se~ag e t:reat:m~nt plants wit:h potent~al multiple benefits. 

However, t:he pot:ent:ial water qual~t:y benefits and possible . adverse impacts need 

to be more rigorously defined and compared. If the · option of outfall 

relocation is to be considered further, it is recommended that detailed 

feasibility studies be conducted for these purposes. If the efficacy of 

outfall relocation is confirm~d and t:his option selected, comprehensive final 

engineering design studies would follow. 

It is -recommended that t:he feasibility studies contain the following 

elements. 

Development: of Integrated Syst:em-Yide Yater Quality Mod~l 

·of the Harbor. Sound and Bight 

The optimal procedure by which t:o define outfall relocation !eq~rements as 

an alternative to nitrogen removal by advanced treatment is to use expected 

dissolved oxygen changes in Long Island Sound as the equivalence indic~tor. 

This requires that a eutrophication model of the system is available: 

to calculate the improvement in dissolved oxygen in Long Island Sound 

due to nitrogen removal at t:he East River plants (or selected plants), 

and 

to determine the relocation requirements of t:he subject lo ad(s) to 

achieve the same results. 

No system-wide model is presently available for this purpose. Models ,· 

however, are being constructed for each of the major components of the system : 

New York - New Jersey Har bor (Figure 21 - NYCDEP City-~ide CSO Facility Plans), 

Long Island Sound (Figure 22 • LISS), and New York Big h t (Figur e 23 · New York 

Bi ght Restora tion Plan). 
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FIGURE 21. SEGMENTATION DIAGRAM FOR UPDATED NEW YORK HARBOR MODEL (1991) 
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It: is recommended that appropriate portions of the spatial domains of these 

models (all of the harbor, some/all of the sound and hypoxic area of bight) be 

used to construct an integrated, system-wide coupled hydrodynamic and water 

quality model. This model would empl..oy the nutrient-phytoplankton-dissolved 

oxygen kinetics and water column - sediment interactions as in the LIS 2.0 and 

LIS 3. 0 models and would be applied to define the effects of nutrient and 

organic carbon inputs on dissolved oxygen. The system-wide model would be of 

benefit to t:he LISS in general as well as for an evaluation of outfall 

relocation requirements in particular. 

Calibrate Model with Available Data 

The system-wide model would require calibration prior to application for 

outfall relocation requirements. The available historical data base in New 

York Harbor has a number of deficiencies as subsequently identified. However, 

preliminary calibration with existing information is recommended. It is 

believed that the most data-rich period for the sound and harbor is, the -18 

months between April 1988 and September 1989, during the LISS program and field 

work for NYCDEP CSO planning studies. These data would be supplemented by 

whatever information is available in New York Bight. 

Collect: Additional Field Data for Model Refinement 

As noted, the existing data base in New York Harbor and New York Bight has 

deficiencies in inforn_iation needed · for eutrophication modeling. It is 

recommended that, at a minimum, a field program be initiated to fill data gaps 

as follows: 

Obtain additional nutrient data on STP discharges, tributary inputs 

and stormwater. 

Obtain year-round water quality measurements at selected master 

stations. 
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Expand w.ater · column measurements to include organic _nitrogen (a 

current deficiency) in addition to inorganic forms. 

Measure particulate and dissolved components of nutrients. 

Conduct tests to measure algal photo synthesis and respiration in the 

water column. 

• Obtain sediment nutrient flux measurements. 

Apply Models for Detailed Evaluation of Outfall Relocation Requirements 

and Potential Adverse Impacts 

The calibrated and refined system-wide eutrophication model would be used: 

to assess outfall relocation requirements to produce the equivalent 

improvement in dissolved oxygen in Long Island .Sound as nitrogen 

removal by advanced treatment at selected plants: 

to assess improvements in dissolved oxygen in the East River from 

relocation of organic carbon loads, and 

• to evaluate the consequences of load relocation on dissolved oxygen 

conditions in the Upper and Lower Bays and New York Bight. 

It is recommended that the water quality model now under development within 

the context of the New York - New Jersey Harbor Estuary Study to perform 

required waste load allocations for toxic metals under Section 304 ( 1) of the 

Clean Yater Act be applied in the feasibility study. The New York Harbor 

Toxics Model would be used to assess improvements in trace metals 

concentrations in the East River and western sound in response to load 

relocation alternatives. The model would also define impacts in those regions 

of the harbor affected by the relocated loadings. 
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It is further recommended that the harbor-wide CSO model now under 

development as part of the NYCDEP CSO Facility Planning Projects ·be applied in 

the feasibility study if CSO facilities are to be integrated with the tunnel 

concept. The New York Harbor CSO Model would be used to assess improvements in 

coliform bacteria concentrations in the East River and western sound in 

response t:o CSO ret:ent:ion and t:reat:ment and impacts at the new disposal 

locations and area beaches. 

Assess Effects of Outfall Relocation on Living Marine Resources 

and Habitats 

Refined estimates of the effects of various outfall relocation alternatives 

on living marine resources and •habitats in the western sound, East River and 

harbor are recommended. 

Conduct Engineering Feasibility Studies 

Parallel engineering investigations should be conducted with the foregoing 

tasks for the following purposes: 

to further refine the engineering requirements and costs associated 

with nitrogen removal by advanced treatment at: selected sewage 

treatment plants; ~ 

to develop preliminary engineering plans for various outfall 

relocation concepts: 

deep tunnel 

outfall extension 

integrated CSO facilities, and 

to prepare refined cost estimates for outfall relocation alternatives.· 
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Analysis of Historical Data Base 

Questions are asked with increas-ing frequency regarding the causes of _ long 

term changes and inter-annual va~iability in water quality in the harbor-sound

bight system. A long term data base exists in New York Harbor as developed by 

the NYCDEP Harbor Survey which began in 1909. It is recommended that 

consideration be given to an analysis of a substantial portion (20 to 40 years) 
. . 

of the long term record. Such an analysis would refine· the understanding of 

cause and effect relationships between pollutant inputs and water quality by an 

evaluation of long term trends and year-to-year variability. The results of 
. . 

this procedure .would provid~ additional credibility to the modeling analysis of 

the impacts of outfall relocation and identify areas of possible technical 

uncertainty. 
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